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UNIPI

REPORT ON THE SURVEY FINDINGS ON FEMALE CAREERS
IN MEDICINE AND ENGINEERING AT UNIPI
(Part of the TRIGGER Project, Action 1.4.1 “Analysis of female careers
and related awareness-raising activities”)

ABSTRACT
The research presented in this Deliverable is in line with that described in Deliverable 1.3. As
in the case of the latter, we have considered the underrepresentation of women in academe, but gone on to analyse it from a life course perspective. As we have already stressed
(D1.3), when examining the reason behind the “leaky pipeline” (Berryman 1983), the private
life of women becomes relevant. When focusing on the factors of retention or advancement
of women researchers, rather than considering an increase in the number of women qualifying in the sciences or technology – as suggested by Fielding and Glover (1999) – a key factor (although certainly not the only one) should be taken into account: motherhood. Data
have revealed that to understand the reasons why a woman prefers to flee at that pivotal
“fight-or-flight” moment, family life needs to be understood and seen as a crucial factor in
the decision-making process (Joecks, Pull, Backes-Gellner 2014).
Introducing a life course approach since Action 1.2.1. has allowed us to highlight the existence of a high level of attrition between caregiving and work commitments, which has a
negative impact on the career prospects of women. The sustained asymmetries arising from
the social construction of gender roles and obligations – in the management of private care,
household responsibilities and working hours (which were the three areas of investigation –
D1.3) – significantly alter the opportunities for the affirmation of women, especially in a
workplace like academia, which is highly competitive and time-consuming.
Because of its specific cognitive objectives, the research developed in Action 1.2.1 involved
all the teaching and research staff of the target Departments, and focused on work-life balance (or rather, on work-life interface). In light of the results obtained, and the reference literature, our current research delved into the cumulative processes characterising work-life
interface for men and women in science, both from a positive and negative point of view.
In this Deliverable, we are presenting the results (and methods) of our research, so as to
identify the effects of the cumulative process of gender asymmetry in academic careers and
to focus on the dynamics of overlapping in individual life course (specifically, with regard to
the aforementioned “fight-or-flight” moment).
On the one hand, we conducted a quantitative study, with which we intend to provide evidence as to the “effects”, in terms of asymmetries in career prospects, of the persistent inequalities found in gender expectations (D1.3). We utilised data from all the administrative
databases available at the University of Pisa to compare male and female performances (i.e.
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we looked at the data related to career advancement, promotion, and ability to secure
funding).
On the other hand, we did a qualitative study in order to reconstruct the life histories of
“successful” women. The aim was to find elements that (at the micro, meso and macro levels) have helped or hindered their life course and to identify the lifestyle choices and working arrangements that have characterized their lives (and at what price). In line with our
main findings (and identified in reference literature) we investigated:


at the micro level: socialization processes and ascriptive characteristics (including
the capital described by Bourdieu);



at the meso level: the process of continuous co-construction of public and private
rules, by analysing the definition of obligations and responsibilities;



and finally, at the macro level: the influence of system factors, such as work-life balance policies and laws and regulations (at a formal and informal level) that govern
recruitment and promotion in academia.

Female participation in academia in the two target fields is very different. From a quantitative point of view, Medicine has the highest expulsion rate for women, whose presence is
halved at every step of their career (with a glass ceiling index of 3.6); in Engineering, female
participation is very low but still consistent (the glass ceiling index is decidedly lower, i.e.
1.45).
In the first case, we are dealing with a women-unfriendly environment; in the second, the
problem could be, first and foremost, one of socialisation. When performing our analysis,
we also considered feminization as a risk factor in Engineering. Indeed, an increase in female participation could promote the entrenchment of those in power (men), thereby exacerbating the latent risk of the so-called “Matilda Effect” (Rossiter 1993).
The life histories we collected confirm both hypotheses. Among the engineers interviewed,
we found more alternative beliefs countering existing hegemonic beliefs on gender roles
and attitudes, which form the basis of their choices in terms of educational fields and career
paths; however, we were also able to notice the signs of male entrenchment when listening
to their stories.
These alternative beliefs, which are related to gender roles and gender-based attitudes, are
defined during the primary socialization process, thanks to a solid adult influence that confirms such alternative models (analysis at micro level). In the life histories of our interviewees, we discovered several such adult figures. Specifically, in terms of gender roles, we determined the importance of a female presence among the interviewees’ relatives, women
who have held important positions in the public sphere. In terms of gender-based attitudes,
and in particular reference to scientific and technical skills, parents and teachers seem to
bear the most weight when it comes to the interviewees’ self-confidence.

UNIPI
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Instead, at meso level, which involves tackling everyday life and time management, we determined that despite a demanding job and the socialization process, women tend to take
on the more time-consuming household duties and caregiving activities. In line with the results of our Survey on work-life interface (see D1.3), female professors continued to be the
primary caregivers in their families, with the help of their partners... "when they can".
Thanks to the “life course approach” adopted, we were able to underline the importance of
work-life interface, and its role in the “fight-or-flight” moment (Hewlett et al. 2008). On the
one hand, women who remain in academia tend to get married and become mothers only
after reaching a stable position in their careers, because they know that motherhood will
have a negative impact on their career opportunities (particularly in the short term). Indeed,
the life histories we heard revealed how maternity leave has been stigmatized by research
teams and by their superiors in particular, especially when work schedules were tight. On
the other hand, in the case of women who flee (“flight”), we were faced with a twofold situation. The highly demanding workload of a physician tends to discourage women wanting a
family with more than one child. They often end up abandoning their academic careers and
are unable to find an equally satisfying career outside the University, meaning their only
choice is to settle down (this is an excellent example of the “leaking pipeline”). Conversely,
among female engineers, the number of women who escape academia after concluding
their degree in engineering (sometimes after graduation, in other cases after their PhD) is
based on a phenomenon that has been referred to as the "vanish box" (Etzkowitz, Ranga
2011), in search of more secure career paths and women-friendly working environments.
The data at macro level clearly reveal that work-life interface and family duties and commitments have a negative impact on women’s careers. Female careers are more unorthodox
and slower, frequently less recognised and without any relevant assignment of roles. Even if
it is true that fewer women apply in the first place, and that the issue of time management
is crucial, it is also a matter of fact that the environment is not particularly favourable, and
institutional rules and arrangements do not help. We will see how, when rules become gender-sensitive (as we will see in the productivity evaluation), women's abilities are enhanced.
It is for this reason that the increased risks for women undertaking said careers are underlined for the younger generations and in terms of the new regulations governing academic
careers. One such risk is the time needed to reach a permanent position, which is seen as an
almost insurmountable odd in a woman’s career. It is an issue that must be examined closely and that has been stressed in international literature, calling upon us to protect and defend women in science in their mid to late 30s and early 40s (Julkunen, 2004; Hewlett et al.
2008).
In terms of the impact of the new rules on recruitment and career advancement introduced
by the Gelmini Reform (Law No. 240/2010) on the University of Pisa, it is likely that the reform will have a positive effect on promotions from Grade C to Grade B, but that the num-
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ber of female researchers in fixed-term positions is dramatically low (as at 31 December
2014, only 28% of temporary researchers were female). Even if these data are not taken seriously, we are describing a situation that has not yet been consolidated, meaning that the
signs are worrying and that the current trend must be monitored closely.
With a lack of resources and a seemingly gender-blind regulatory system, we may have to
deal with a “crotch” shortage, like the one following the economic crisis (Rigney 2011). A
“crotch” shortage is a process by which gaps are created in the system. It is a worrying phenomenon, inflamed by failing to consider merit and talent, and which could very well exacerbate the gap between 'rich' and 'poor', leaving the ‘middle tier’ to slip through the cracks
and into the ‘poor group’. This is the so-called Matthew Effect, or accumulated advantage,
under which the rich get richer and the poor get poorer (Merton 1968). At University level,
females are the poor and males are the rich. Therefore, Italian universities could emerge
from this phase of scarce resources and the reform of the system as even more unequal and
unfair universities, where the loss of female talent is likely to be even more pronounced
than before the reform (in 2010).

UNIPI
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“To the extent that science is defined by its past and present practitioners, anyone who aspires
to membership in that community must conform to its existing code”
Fox-Keller 1985

1. INTRODUCTION
The underrepresentation of women in academe has received considerable attention in both
academic literature and from European policy-makers. Indeed, the promotion of women at
all levels of academic research has become a priority on the science agendas of many national and international political institutions. However, albeit the number of female scientists has increased, true gender equality has yet to be achieved.
As shown by data, women are still underrepresented in research: despite female graduates
outnumbering their male colleagues, only one third of European researchers are women,
and women represent only ten per cent of the rectors of universities (European Commission
2013a).
Generally, women tend to be hired disproportionately and for lower ranked positions within
an institution (Harper et al. 2001). Moreover, they receive lower salaries, are less likely to
have fulltime contracts and have fewer opportunities than their male counterparts to fill influential positions (Palermo et al. 2008). They are also underrepresented in many research
fields, and are more likely to be employed in less prestigious disciplines (August, Waltman
2004). Recent data show a continuous and even more shocking underrepresentation of
women in the fields of science and engineering. Although the percentage of women increased from 31% of first-level students to 38 % PhD students and 35 % PhD graduates, the
overall percentage of women in academia peaked at 32% for Grade C staff, 23 % for Grade B
and just 11 % for Grade A (European Commission 2013a).
To illustrate the dynamics of the exclusion process, which allows for a progressive loss of
female talent, international literature offers a number of interpretations for the phenomenon, starting with different perspectives, which, in our view, are not necessarily mutually
exclusive.
Some adopt a macro perspective and use the leaky pipeline metaphor (Berryman, 1983) to
underline the distorted effects of selection processes and career access in the world of science that are anything but gender-neutral, and which systematically penalise women. The
idea is based on the fact that a scientific career is a normative sequence of educational and
employment stages, comparable to a “pipeline”. The pipeline is “leaky”, because at each
moment of transition from one educational/professional stage to the next, the pipeline loses more women than men. Thanks to this concept, we can see that there is no single contributing factor, as the metaphor of the “glass ceiling” would have us believe. Barriers are
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ever-present, from the beginning of a woman’s academic career and not merely in the final
stages, when a top position is within grasp, as suggested by the “glass ceiling” metaphor. It
was as of that moment1, that the leaky pipeline metaphor began to dominate scientific literature on women in science.
Others, in observing the dynamics and processes at a micro level, propose an interpretation
based instead on the effects of the interaction between childcare and the responsibilities
linked to research (work-life interface). Research has in fact highlighted how, in crucial moments of their scientific careers, women tend to choose to abandon academia (“fight or
flight response”) for reasons outside of the professional realm, citing, instead reasons of a
private nature (Xie and Shauman, 2003; Joecks, Pull and Backes-Gellner, 2014). Not surprisingly, the dynamics of a couple and the demands of reconciling work and private life have
been identified by women scientists as the primary obstacles to the advancement of their
careers (Aisenberg and Harrington, 1988; Riger et al., 1997; Barnes et al., 1998; Rosser,
2004; Biancheri, 2013).
Lastly, at meso level, significant national and international literature has emphasised the
dynamics of exclusion and discrimination resulting from the way in which work is organised
in science and academe (Rosser, 1999, 2004; Rosser and Lane, 2002). These contributions
postulate the existence of organisational mechanisms, which, at both formal and informal
level, would offer women scientists less opportunities, thereby creating a barrier to the advancement of their careers, reducing their level of job satisfaction, and as a result, their interest in pursuing an academic career (Settles et al., 2006).
From our point of view, based on the approach advanced by Amy Wharton (2005), the three
perspectives cited above offer interpretations that are considerably more productive if used
in an integrated manner. Only by contextualising the dynamics and processes of each level
can the numerous mechanisms reproducing gender equality be understood. These mechanisms act and retroact on three different levels (micro, meso and macro).
For the purposes of our research, the micro level will comprise the effects of the socialization process from a gender perspective. This includes the social construction and conveyance of gender attitudes and self-assessments, which are inextricably linked to ascriptive
factors related to the family of origin, the principal actor in primary socialisation (see chapter 4, par 4.1). As for the meso level, we will focus on a gender-based continuous construction process that is perpetuated by intermediate social constructs (i.e. family and work organisational structures). Within these constructs, the meaning of gender is continuously renegotiated and re-interpreted in everyday duties (see chapter 4, par 4.2). Lastly, we will
consider the macro level as a broader context that includes welfare, rules and regulations.
Indeed, welfare systems define legitimate needs that have to be met by society as a collective whole (especially with regard to work-life balance policies), whilst rules and regulations
1

Or more precisely ten years later, when this metaphor was cited by Joe Alper in the journal “Science”.
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define access paths to welfare and to the labour market, with a significant gender impact
that is too frequently invisible (see chapter 4, par 4.2). According to this approach, the meso
and macro levels are inextricably linked; it is for this reason that they will be jointly analysed.
To do this, it is necessary, in our opinion, to adopt a new and more complex perspective: the
“life course approach”. Said approach seems more appropriate for an analysis of the overall
underrepresentation of women in academia as a complex and multifaceted problem, and
the result of a number of smaller, but no less important, related issues. The “life course approach” allows for a better understanding of why the science pipeline loses more women
than men, and introduces the following analysis: “the significant events and transitions in an
individual’s life are age-dependent, interrelated, and contingent on (but not determined by)
earlier experiences and societal forces” (Xie, Shauman 2003:12).
Moreover:
people’s lives do not unfold in a vacuum; they are shaped by the social,
economic, cultural and political environments within which people live,
and these vary across different societies. As we have commented, we cannot fully understand how women navigate through their education and
working lives without considering issues such as the social support arrangements for working women, including the provision of child- and elderly care, flexible working options, gender cultures, and the general
framing of gender equality policies in different societies (Castaño, Webster
2011: 371).
This approach could also be helpful to better understand why up to 52% of highly qualified
women working in the fields of science, engineering and technology (SET) quit their jobs at a
critical “fight-or-flight” moment in their careers (Hewlett et al. 2008; see Figure 1).
Working in a university requires a competitive attitude, flexible working arrangements, the
setting aside of one's private life and total dedication to work. Combining work and family
life is difficult. Becoming a mother under such circumstances can jeopardize a woman's career prospects (Julkunen, 2004).

UNIPI
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Figure 1. Fight-or-Flight Moment (Hewlett et al. 2008, p.56).

That is why the “fight-or-flight” response implies we pay particular attention to a specific
age group: women in their mid- to late 30s
and early 40s (see Figure 1). This cluster is especially vulnerable to career obstacles, due to
increased family pressure and the fact that
reproduction options are limited. Said hurdles
increase in the case of women professors
who do not have a permanent position; indeed, they risk being excluded altogether
from the academic system. Such a risk could
be a particularly serious problem in Italy,

where permanent positions are obtained
much later than in other countries (Frattini,
Rossi, 2013).
These critical moments are inextricably linked with their private lives:
“The data show that, for many SET women, attrition rates spike 10 years
into a career. Across the climates of science, engineering, and technology,
women experience a perfect storm in their mid to late 30s. They hit serious
career hurdles at the same time that family pressures ratchet up”
(Ibidem).
It is for this reason that we have used the image published by International federation of
university women to describe the “leaky pipeline phenomenon”. Unlike other images, this
one links the leaking process to context, i.e. private and public life.
When focusing on the factors of retention or advancement of women researchers, rather
than considering an increase in the number of women qualifying in the sciences or technology – as suggested by Fielding and Glover (1999) – a single key factor should be taken into
account: motherhood.

UNIPI
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Figure 2. The Leaky Pipeline. Source: http://www.ifuw.org/imgs/blog/blog_leaky_pipeline.jpg [Accessed 25 May 2015]

Data have revealed that to understand the reasons why a woman prefers to flee at that crucial “fight-or-flight” moment, family life needs to be understood. In particular, the impact of
various events on a woman’s private life could differ, depending on the correlation between
private and professional decisions.
“Thus, with tenure and biological clock ticking at the same time, our results indicate that in comparison to male researchers a substantial number of equally talented and equally high achieving female researchers either ‘‘get lost’’ on their way (and leave academia for another job)—just
because they wanted to have children and were afraid not to be able to
manage the dual burden—or they remain childless (which is no better
from a societal perspective given the demographic problems being faced
in many developed countries). To the contrary, male researchers typically
do not face the same tradeoff: in most cases those who want to have children rely on their wives in case the dual burden comes too hard on them”
(Joecks, Pull, Backes-Gellner 2014: 528).
The data around the world concur: spousal situations and balancing work with family responsibilities are identified by women scientists and engineers as the most significant barriers, regardless of faculty or year of graduation. The trend is negative: 32.4% in 2000 and
31.9% in 1997 (Rosser 2004: 36-37).
Family duties represent a challenge to female faculty members. Female scientists are quick
to acknowledge the difference between themselves and their male colleagues. They argue
that the difficulties and time constraints in balancing their professional careers with their
personal and family lives are more of a problem for them than for their male colleagues and

UNIPI
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put them at a disadvantage within their departments (Aisenberg and Harrington, 1988; Riger et al., 1997). Further research has highlighted time pressure and quality of life as aspects
of work-life that force more women than men to leave their positions (Barnes et al. 1998).
In Italy, female scientists find it more difficult to combine their scientific careers with childcare than their male colleagues (72.3%F vs. 58.9%M) (Palermo et al. 2008).
In light of the above, a simple conclusion may be reached: according to the “leaky pipeline”
metaphor of the women who do work in the STEM sector, a disproportionately lower number of them will manage to rise to the top.
To tackle this situation, two wide-ranging forms of action exist: change the effect (by introducing quotas) or grapple with the cause (treating individual causes). The latter approach
seems to be a more successful course of action than the first (Smaglik 2004). In our past research (D1.3), we focused on the meso level, adopting a standard approach. In our current
work, we opted for a non-standard approach to collect the life histories of the interviewees
and to observe the interaction of all three levels (micro, meso and macro) from a life course
perspective.
By adopting a qualitative approach with “etic” categories (Pike, 1967), like those described
in the aforementioned literature, we intend to identify the production of gender inequality
in science. Specifically, we aim to analyse inequality for female scientists from a life course
perspective, by highlighting the cumulative processes that institutionalise and legitimise
gender in science (Wharton, 2005) at individual, interactional, and institutional levels.

UNIPI
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2. OBJECTIVES AND METHOD
Our previous research (D1.3) highlights the existence of attrition between caregiving and
work commitments. With our Survey, we sought to reveal the (negative) impact on the career prospects of women of the asymmetries arising from the social construction of gender
roles and obligations, by collecting information on time constraints. We have shown how
the gender gap in the management of private care, household responsibilities and working
hours impacts on the opportunities for the affirmation of women, especially in a workplace
like academia, which is highly competitive and time-consuming.
The results reveal elements that contribute to the glass ceiling or leaky pipeline processes,
which are discernible in the Engineering and Medical Departments of the University of Pisa.
Evidently, the various duties associated with gender and imposed by society influence the
time that women have to devote to their work. Added to that are the time-consuming
household duties and caregiving activities which continue to be performed almost exclusively by women. It is therefore clear that the time dedicated to unpaid work has to be subtracted from other activities. In women and men with families, women are more likely to
report that they are the primary caregivers and that they have a partner who also works
full-time.
In our target population, parenting is a career obstacle for most women (3 in 5), while the
vast majority of men do not feel this attrition (in more than 4 out of 5 cases, men stated
that becoming a father had not hindered their careers in any way). This is a well-known
phenomenon referred to in the reference literature as a “family penalty”. It affects women
(Simard et al. 2008), while men can rely on what has been defined as a “family bonus”
(Friedman, Greenhaus 2000).
Based on the results obtained through our Survey, the purpose of our research was to analyse the life histories of successful women, including the positive and negative characteristics of both their private and public lives. Thanks to our previous Survey (D1.3), we had a
certain frequency of occurrence, related to the persisting conflict between gender and
working hours in our Institution and in the field of interest. Our current research is focused
on ascriptive elements, social and cultural capital, individual choices, institutional constraints and (certain) conditions favouring successful careers. But we also intend to highlight
the dark side of things, meaning that we wish to reveal the personal and professional costs
behind certain choices, from a micro point of view, and any potential aggregate and institutional distortions, from a macro point of view.
Our target population seems to be rather sensitive. That is why we have used engineering as
a gauge for the STEM area, because “the conflicting demands of work and personal responsibilities are likely exacerbated for women science and engineering faculty because of the
competitiveness and inflexibility characteristics of these fields” (Rosser 2004: 141). The other area, medicine, is especially delicate, because, in Italy, workloads are strenuous and in-
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flexible. Professors in the Medicine Department have to manage to teach and do research in
universities, and also perform hospital duties. This means that female professors, in particular, are overburdened, and forced to manage what might be called a “quadruple presence”:
in addition to their careers, which in their case is divided between research and teaching
and hospital work, they have household duties too. Female dual engagement, i.e. both professional work and domestic chores, is known in Italy as “double presence” (Balbo 1978) –
and termed in America as the shift presence (Hochschild, Machung 1990). Therefore, we felt
we should emphasize the specifics of the aforementioned condition, and give it an appropriate term, i.e. “quadruple presence”.
In order to better focus on the effects of the friction between private and public life, which
we detected in the female scientists we interviewed for the Survey, the first part of our research included quantitative secondary data analysis. The second part was purely qualitative; our aim was to reconstruct the successful life histories of women, through a parallel
reading of their professional and private lives, and to shed light on the delicate interweaving
and balancing acts performed by women scientists, not forgetting their duties and the price
they have had to pay. The results obtained from the first step acted as a further stimulus
during the interviews.
2.1. Collecting and analysing data
The first step was to collect administrative data on female careers. Our source – the analysis
was performed on secondary data – consisted of:
a) the “Programming and Recruitment Unit” for early-stage careers (i.e. nonpermanent research staff);
b) the “Teaching Staff Unit” for permanent research careers;
c) the “Research Unit” for more information on the activities of research staff.
These data are the sole property of the University of Pisa, and not available to the public.
We were given indirect access to the necessary data, thanks to the collaboration with and to
the institutional support built over time around the TRIGGER project.
After a series of meetings with the staff of the offices concerned, so as to better understand
the databases (i.e. the type of information, the mode of entering and extracting data), we
were able to put together our survey. We then worked on the excel file extracted by the
staff.
The information on early-stage career staff was minimal, because the University archives
only keep record of the age, gender and department of PhD students and postdocs.
The information on permanent careers was more articulated, as it provided: age, gender,
residence, role, department, date of recruitment and career advancement. The information
was anonymous, and linked to a random number, meaning it was tied to a role and not a

UNIPI
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person. We therefore requested that each person be assigned a number so that we could
reconstruct the career of each individual, without betraying their anonymity.
Figure 3: Snapshot of the files provided by the administrative database for teaching staff

As for the activities of the research staff, the information on the ability of the staff to secure
funding was provided per department. Funding only concerns institutional research activities (excluding research on behalf of third party activities). This means UNIPI funding, national funding and European funding (VIIFP and Horizon 2020).
We also collected information by mapping the top positions in UNIPI and in the target Departments and by analysing certain internal procedures used to evaluate the quality of scientific production (e.g. by analysing VQR data2, which are open access documents).
From the beginning of the project, we started the analysis of secondary data about careers.
It was an incremental process. The first step was to map, collect and analyse the available
data. Then, from the sixth month onwards, we organized a meeting with the head office of
the University of Pisa to check the availability of any additional sources of non-public information and our possibility to access said sources. After meeting with the “Programming and
Recruitment Unit” and the “Teaching Staff Unit”, we received in only one month the Excel
file containing the information requested. Collecting data on funding for research activities
was more complicated. The information was scattered among different sources managed by
different people, but, after a few meetings and several informal conversations, we obtained,
at the end of the first year of the project, the information we needed.
Before proceeding, it is necessary to point out that the information we have is administrative, that it was collected in a bureaucratic context, and that the databases we accessed
contain some data on a person’s professional career but none on their private lives.
2

The acronym stands for “Evaluation of the quality of research” at the University of Pisa.
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In order to use these data for the purposes of our study, namely to carry out a gender analysis of scientific careers at the University of Pisa, it was necessary to sort out the files sent
and analyse them for any recurrences. The results are presented by providing a genderbased comparison of all the recurrences found for each of the variables considered (even
when our analysis did not find any significant differences between male and female).

2.2. Collecting life histories
The qualitative phase of the study was developed during the second year of the project. We
took into account the results of the first phase of our research, the evidence from the literature on the results of the Survey conducted in the second half of the year (D1.3), and then
proceeded to define our target population and to conduct our interviews outline.
2.2.1 Sampling strategy
With regard to defining the reference population of our study, we decided to focus on successful life histories, as this means we can identify the elements favouring careers (at individual, relational and organizational-systemic level), but also reveal the dark side of successful life histories and the price paid by women at the top. Moreover, when examining the
successful life histories of our interviewees, we were able to identify positive outlooks, moments of tension between private and professional life, sacrifices and failures in a woman’s
career.
In view of the participation of women in academia, particularly in engineering and medicine,
and their low presence in Grade A positions, we deemed the presence of women in Grade B
positions to be examples of a successful life history. Our goal was to interview all female
professors in Grade A positions and then choose, from among the female associate professors, those histories that seemed more interesting. We based said interest on the age of the
interviewees, their scientific field, family status, etc.. In terms of choosing whom to interview, we opted for snowball sampling, that is to say a non-probability sampling technique
where study subjects recruit other subjects from among their acquaintances (the small pool
of initial informants nominate other participants; thus the sample is said to grow like a rolling snowball).
With the use of this strategy, we were able to conduct 25 interviews, thereby covering 67%
of full professors, and 46% of associate processors. We were unable to interview 3 women
at the top, 3 full professors, because they were off-site in the period we were conducting
our interviews for research purposes. As for the associate professors we interviewed, our
priority in the departments of medicine was the scientific field of the professors, given that
the data collected in the first phase of our research showed disciplinary segregation to the
detriment of female physicians and in favour of female biologists. We adhered to the crite-
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ria set when it came to interviewing women in Grade A positions who also hold institutional
roles in the Departments of Engineering and Medicine.
The table below provides a summary of the data on the reference population and the interviewees. More details on the roles and scientific fields of the interviewees will be provided
below. We decided not to collect said information in a table so that the interviewees could
not easily be identified and therefore remain anonymous. Given the low number of interviewees, openly sharing the departmental and scientific field of the respondents would
make them easily identifiable.
Table 1. Universe of reference and interviewees by role and scientific field (absolute value and percentage)

Grade
Full Professors (Grade A)
Departments of Medicine
Departments of Engineering
Total (Grade A)
Associate Professors (Grade B)
Departments of Medicine
Departments of Engineering
Total (Grade B)
Total (Grade A + Grade B)

N.

Absolute Value
N. of interviews

% of interviews

4
5
9

3
3
6

75%
60%
67%

27
14
41
50

11
8
19
25

41%
57%
46%
50%

2.2.2 Interview questions
We utilized a semi-structured interview to guide the conversation on the sensitive topic
identified in the reference literature (etic approach3). Having an interview outline allows us
to focus on each issue defined as being relevant by scholars, and to collect specific data determined by the context (social and institutional) of conversational and two-way communication, in which details and issues can be identified and discussed.
Our interview outline focused on three main topics: private life, career and overview of the
institutional situation.
The first two areas were investigated by using a life course approach, in order to keep track
of “life events” (including any changes in the demographic, education, employment, health
or other individual circumstances of a person at a particular point in time). These life events
are not seen as a linear sequence, but rather as a source of information on the interrelation-

3

As specified by Pike, the “etic viewpoint studies behavior as from outside of a particular system” (1967:
37). Our categories were borrowed from the literature of reference and our aim was to collect the life histories articulated in these categories (by means of codes). This means that we drafted our interview questions (see Annex 1) by using the interpretation key cited in international literature, which highlights that
female careers in science are closely linked to specific factors from their private lives and from the socialisation process, including primary socialisation (and the role of ascriptive factors), secondary socialisation
(especially in science), marital status, parenthood, gender-based division of work in the family, etc.
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ship between different life events. Life events can be defined as a significant turning-point in
a person's life, that affects the roles and activities they are encouraged to adopt; they may
be associated with changes related to the groups they interact with (Elder 1985). We are
therefore interested in examining their course and their interaction in the life histories of
women at the top. The interview outline was structured in such a way, so as to consider the
principal factors identified in the reference literature. Major events in the private life of an
individual include marriage, the birth of a child, the death of a spouse, parent, etc., major
illnesses, but also the main steps in their education. When looking at their careers, we considered the initial steps taken as a point of reference, such as any time spent as nonstructured research staff, recruitment, advancement and all other events deemed relevant
by the interviewees. In view of the fact that the use of personal resources for further development can be seen as part of the life-course approach (Castaño, Webster 2011), we included information related to ascriptive elements (affecting social capital) in our interview
outline.
The last part of the interview is an overview of the institutional situation. We utilized the results from the first phase of our study as an incentive to promote a process of personal and
institutional self-reflection. We looked at work schedules and cultures, as well as informal
practices and institutional values (for more information, see Annex 1, featuring the complete outline).
When it came to identifying the better interviewer from among our staff, we considered our
target (top academics) and decided on an asymmetric interview. This means that we chose
our principal investigator of the Project (Prof. Rita Biancheri) to interview all full professors
(given that she is an associate professor) and we chose an assistant professor to interview
the associate professors. Thus, we created an asymmetrical situation, thereby emphasising
the successful elements of the interviewee’s career, and determining a potential link with
certain elements of mentorship. This means that formal and informal practices, failures and
successes, etc. were more likely to emerge.
Even if the interviews were recorded (se we could transcribe them in full), we also took
notes to keep track of non-verbal elements (to be used as a supplement for the reading of
the full transcripts). During the interview phase of our study, the research group met regularly to discuss the interviews and the results gathered so far. During the transcription and
analysis process, we numbered the interviews in ascending order, which allowed us to keep
track of the grade and field of the interviewees, but still respect their anonymity.
Our qualitative analysis was conducted in a participatory manner, meaning the entire core
team of the project was included when interpreting the results and identifying the items for
analysis. The analysis was performed with the use of the Qualitative Data Analysis Software,
NVivo. In light of our approach (qualitative, and with the use of the “etic” categories), we
found this software most useful, as it allowed us to compare the life histories recorded, by
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linking and coding the answers given. The results presented include a clear indication of the
codes provided for each interview, thereby allowing for the transversal reading of each interviewee’s life history. The comments on the interviews provide insight into the interviews
not cited in this deliverable, and help to better understand the meaning of the statements
made within the broader framework of the information gathered.
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3. THE EFFECTS: CAREER DISTORTION
In spite of the general growth of their educational talent and their significant involvement in
PhD programs, women continue to suffer from systematic disadvantages in career advancement. In the same way, they continue to be strongly underrepresented in the top positions in the academic hierarchy (Bozzon, Murgia and Poggio 2015).
To date, the percentage of women in every stage of an academic career in UNIPI is in line
with the national average (52% of undergraduates are female, 51% graduates, 42.8% researchers, 33% associate professors, and 15% full professors). Despite the numerous differences between departments, the gradient of exclusion is most pronounced in the field of
science and technology and, specifically, in the area of Medicine and Engineering. The analysis of careers has indeed shown that the departments related to the former subject area
are characterized by the highest rate of expulsion of women, whose presence is halved at
every step of their career (leaky pipeline); while in the engineering area, female participation is very low (around 10%) but relatively constant (see Figure4).
Figure 4: Ratio of men and women in a typical academic career: Comparison between Medicine and Engineering and
University average. Source: UNIPI DB (as at 31 December 2013).

This means that the same result is derived from a very different process of vertical segregation. The percentage of female representation among Grade A professors is equal to 9% in
both fields (engineering and medicine) but it is the result of a very different "selection process".
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By calculating the Glass Ceiling Index, this difference becomes very evident. In fact, with the
Glass Ceiling Index (GCI), we can calculate the difficulties women have in gaining access to
the highest hierarchical levels, by comparing the proportion of women in Grade A positions
to that of women in permanent teaching and research positions in academia (for more details, see Box 1). Given the lack of women in Grade C and B positions in Engineering, we can
consider the presence of 9% of women in Grade A positions a success, although it is evident
that in the Departments of Medicine, women do not have the opportunity to move up the
hierarchical ladder in their profession.
Box 1. Definition of the Glass Ceiling Index (GCI). Source: She Figures, 2012: 95.

The Glass Ceiling Index (GCI)
The GCI measures the relative chance for women, as compared with men, of reaching a top position.
The GCI compares the proportion of women in grade A positions (equivalent to Full Professors in
most countries) to the proportion of women in academia (grade A, B, and C), indicating the opportunity, or lack of it, for women to move up the hierarchical ladder in their profession. A GCI of 1 indicates that there is no difference between women and men being promoted. A score of less than 1
means that women are over-represented at grade A level and a GCI score of more than 1 points towards a Glass Ceiling Effect, meaning that women are underrepresented in grade A positions. In other words, the interpretation of the GCI is that the higher the value, the thicker the Glass Ceiling and
the more difficult it is for women to move into a higher position. It is important to note that differences between national grading systems may partly explain variations of the GCI between countries.

In the Departments of Medicine, the GCI score is equal to 3.55; in the Departments of Engineering, it is 1.45 (the higher the value, the thicker the ceiling; a GCI score of 1 indicates that
there is no difference between women and men being promoted). In light of the Italian average in 2010 (1.76; see Figures for 2012), it is safe to say that the situation at UNIPI is
worse (1.9); but, it is dramatically higher in the field of Medicine, which registered an index
score equal to the worst value in Europe, that is the Cyprus index (3.6). Specifically, in the
Departments of Medicine, women account for 65% of undergraduates, 67% of graduates,
and 49% of researchers; the numbers then drop to 24% female associate professors and only 11% full professors. This means that the Medical Faculty of the University of Pisa has the
highest gradient between one role and another; indeed, from one level to the next, the
presence of women is more than halved!
In the Departments of Engineering, the score is better than the Italian average, but again,
not all levels of academia include women. Women in the Departments of Engineering are
considerably less among undergraduate and graduate students (21% and 22% respectively),
and only account for 11% of researchers, 12% of associate professors, and 8% of full professors. There are no women Head of Departments neither in Medicine, nor in Engineering.
In this section, we will analyse all the available quantitative data. This is important if we are
to understand the asymmetries in female presence in the target departments. We will begin
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with an analysis of the data on the university careers of non-permanent staff, and then
move on to the permanent staff.
The reason behind this choice is twofold. On the one hand, it is necessary to analyse the dynamics present before taking up a permanent position and, secondly, the sources of data
are different. In terms of the first reason, we have to consider that a person’s studies and
the early stages of his career are the background for all subsequent phases. There is a difference between the asymmetries found in education and training and the initial selection
process, and the inequalities that arise during an academic career. As for the second reason,
the information on permanent staff is collected in a single database belonging to the university, whereas the information on non-permanent staff (i.e. graduate students, PhD students
and postdocs) is collected differently and is managed by the staff of the university’s recruitment office.

3.1. Careers in the early stage: the gender gap in non-permanent staff
Education-based indicators show that women generally do better than men. This gap in favour of women is noticeable from a young age and continues until tertiary education (more
girls than boys graduate from high school within the expected timeframe and girls are less
likely to drop out). More women than men enrol in college and university programs after
completing their high school education. A greater percentage of women leave these programs with a diploma or degree (Biancheri 2012).
Nevertheless, it is well known that women and men tend to choose different university programs. This horizontal segregation is also evident in the University of Pisa. Like many universities that offer programs in both the sciences and technology and the human and social sciences, the University of Pisa has quite an equal gender make-up (in the academic year 20132014, 51.8% of all enrolled students were women), but a very different gender-based participation in the various degree programmes (Figure 5; compare the lightest bars). In 2013,
women accounted for over seven out of ten graduates in the humanities. In the health sciences, the social sciences and law, roughly three out five graduates were women. The scenario was completely different for the engineering program, where less than three out of
ten students were women (it must be said that this group included the architectural program with equal participation by gender: 50%). The natural sciences presented a different
scenario; indeed, the average figure comprised two very different dynamics: the chemical
sciences were dominated by women (64.5% of the enrolled students were women); the
mathematics and physical science programmes continued to be male-dominated (72% of
enrolled students were men).
The graph below was created in order to compare the trend in the enrolment of graduates.
When considering both bars (the lighter and dark one), it becomes clear that women have
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higher rates of success, except in engineering and technology, where the proportion of
women graduates is higher than the proportion of female enrolled students (Figure 5).
Figure 5. Proportion of female enrolled students and graduate students per field of science4. Source: Italian Ministry of
Education Database (data for academic year 2013/2014).
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From our point of view, the observed dynamics are very useful to describe the context of
reference. However, the data regarding education and academic careers cannot be considered jointly. In fact, the data presented refer to the bachelor’s degree programmes, the
master’s degree programmes and the single-cycle degree programmes. A bachelor’s degree
could be a first step towards an academic career, but to access the PhD programme, a student has to be a graduate in a master’s programme or in a single-cycle programme.
When separating the data, we learnt that the average distribution of male and female master’s and single-cycle graduates is quite similar in the field of medicine, whereas there are
more women graduates in a single-cycle medical degree programme than in engineering
(61.6% vs. 60.3%) (see Figure 65). Nevertheless, it is worth noting that in this case, the abso4

For our classification, we used the international FOS 2007 system (Field Of Science and Technology Classification). Under “Not specified”, we categorized the degrees not covered by the international nomenclature system, e.g. “defense and security” and “physical education” programmes. Together, these account
for just 2% of the total number of enrolled students.
5
Hereinafter, we will be analysing the data from UNIPI DB. Although there are two different sources, the
UNIPI DB is the data source of the Italian Ministry of Education (MIUR), and the two are connected. For
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lute value of graduate students in a single cycle degree programme is very low (just 41
graduates in 2013).
Figure 6. Percentage of female and male graduate students. Data refer to master’s degree and single-cycle degree
programmes both of which allow access to PhD programmes. Source: UNIPI recruitment offices (as at 31 December
2013).
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By examining the qualitative data on students’ careers, we have considered the average age
at graduation (and the average length of the study cycle; see Table 1) and the average grade
at graduation (see Table 2).

the purposes of our study, we compared the data on enrolled students and graduates and discovered an
almost perfect match.
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Table 2. Distribution by gender, by average age at graduation and average study period for master’s and single-cycle
graduates. Source: UNIPI recruitment offices (as at 31 December 2013).

UNIPI
Medicine
Engineering

Master’s Degree
Single-cycle degree
Master’s Degree
Single-cycle degree
Master’s Degree
Single-cycle degree

Average age at
graduation
M
F
28.2
27.7
27.0
27.7
37.8
28.8
27.6
27.2
27.6
27.3
27.3
27.2

Diff.
M-F
0.5
-0.7
8.9
0.4
0.2
0.1

Average study
period
M
F
3.5
3.5
7.3
8.0
2.2
2.9
7.7
7.6
3.7
3.7
8.2
8.2

Diff.
M-F
0.0
-0.7
-0.7
0.1
0.0
0.0

The first variable revealed no significant differences. However, the average age of Master’s
students in Medicine does warrant an explanation. If you compare the data in the first two
and in the fourth and fifth columns, it becomes clear that the difference in graduation age
does not depend on the duration of a graduate’s studies, but on the remarkable age difference when students start their course. This difference is due to strategy, i.e. women do not
interrupt their studies, whereas men enrol in another course to counter unemployment.
Table 3. The average grade or mark at graduation by gender for master’s and single-cycle graduates. Source: UNIPI
recruitment offices (as at 31 December 2013).

UNIPI
Medicine
Engineering

UNIPI

Master’s Degree
Single-cycle degree
Master’s Degree
Single-cycle degree
Master’s Degree
Single-cycle degree

The average grade at graduation
M
Standard
F
Standard
Dev.
Dev.
106.4
2.9
107.0
2.9
104.7
4.2
106.6
3.7
109.9
0.3
109.7
0.5
106.4
4.5
107.8
3.6
105.7
3.4
106.1
2.8
108.6
2.0
108.8
2.1

Diff.
(M-F)
-0.6
-2.0
0.2
-1.4
-0.4
-0.2
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Figure 7. The average grade or mark at graduation by gender for master’s and single-cycle graduates. Source: UNIPI
recruitment offices (as at 31 December 2013).
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As for the average grade or mark at graduation (Table 2), a significant difference can be discerned at UNIPI level, where females graduate with the highest scores (+2 points), but also
in the single-cycle degree in medicine, where female students fair significantly better (+1.4
points).
In view of the aforementioned, it is not surprising that the percentage of female PhDs is
higher than the percentage of single-cycle degree graduates. This means that in medicine,
the leaking of female talent starts from the successive phase, i.e. postdoc positions, where
only 54.9% are females. What is interesting is that there are more female postdocs in medicine than female PhDs in engineering.
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Figure 8. Percentage of female and male PhDs. Source:
UNIPI recruitment offices (as at 31 December 2013).

Figure 9. Percentage of females and males in postdoc positions. Source: UNIPI recruitment offices (as at 31 December 2013).
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Our results are in line with the European trend, i.e. “off the starting blocks, women do well
(…) but the scissors cross once one reaches the doctoral preparation stage and the other
levels that open the way to academic and research careers, the pipeline leaks, and at the
very top, at grade A” (She Figures 2012, p.87). Despite the strong vertical segregation that
transpired from our analysis of the overall situation in the academic world, we recorded certain specific characteristics that are significant, but that could be better appreciated if we
consider the entire circle of academic careers, students and academic staff.

3.2. Gender bias in permanent staff
A situation of strong vertical segregation emerged from our analysis of the overall situation
in European academia (She Figures, 2012), but the scissor effect on academic careers at the
University of Pisa reveals certain specificities, which deserve to be analysed.
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Figure 10. Proportion of men and women students, academic staff and academics. Source: UNIPI DB (as at 31 December 2013).
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The trend recorded at UNIPI level is very similar to the scissor effect recorded at European
level (She Figures 2012, Figure 3.1). The scissors cross when students start their PhDs, and
attrition continues from this point on, sharpening at each stage and only slowly improving
over time. In the field of medicine, the scissors cross at Grade C (the first permanent position in a typical academic career) and the drop is quite steep. Conversely, in engineering,
the scissors do not cross among students and academics, where females are the minority.
However, the trend is non-linear. Female participation remains consistent, with a slight increase between the second and third steps, but a significant setback between the third and
fourth steps (for our analysis, the fourth step is the first permanent position in an academic
career). The effect evens out at the next step (even registering a slight increase) but then
continues to drop in the next step (from Grade B to Grade A). The dynamic differs from that
of the rest of Europe where, in the field of engineering and science, as for all science fields
together, women’s attrition sharpens at each stage after PhD level and improvement over
time is small and slow:
“The same pattern was noted for academic careers in science and engineering as in all fields of study. From 35 % of female PhD graduates, the proportion of women drops to 32 % in grade C academic staff, 23 % in grade B and
just 11 % in grade A. Women’s attrition in science and engineering is thus
comparable to all study fields taken together” (She Figures, 2012, p.89).
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The asymmetry in the percentage of women in a typical academic career is inextricably linked
to the ‘generation effect’, according to which gender imbalance in the research population

increases with age (She Figures, 2012).
It therefore comes as no surprise that, once again, when observing the distribution by age of
female and male teaching staff in permanent roles the asymmetries detected in the target
fields are significantly more pronounced than those identified at university level (Figure
11)6. By clustering the population into 4 different age groups (<35 years, 35-44 years, 45-54
years, and 55+ years, according to Eurostat’s classification), the greatest gender differences
can be observed, both at university level and in the target departments; in particular, the
biggest differences are seen in the two extreme age groups, among the researchers aged
between 35 and 447 and among those over 55 years of age. Moreover, the highest gradient
in the Engineering Departments lies in the older age group, while the gap in medicine is significantly higher than the average in both groups.
Figure 11. Distribution by age and gender of permanent teaching staff. Source: UNIPI DB (as at 31 December 2013).
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3.2.1 Gender Gap in Retention
Our analysis shows an additional element of gender inequality, i.e. the average retention of
professors promoted from a lower to a higher academic position. In terms of the professors
employed by the University of Pisa (as at 31/12/2013), female Assistant Professors who became Associate Professors had spent an average of 12 years in their previous role, and their
average recruitment age was 43.2 years, whereas male Assistant Professors promoted to
6

The average of the University of Pisa is in line with the national average.
Unlike other European countries in which the first age group is represented by researchers under the
age of 35, in Italy and the University of Pisa, said group is numerically negligible. The first age group is represented by researchers between 35-44.
7
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Associate Professors had spent an average of just 10.2 years in their former position and
their average recruitment age was 41.6 years. The situation changes during the second
promotion phase: data show a similar retention average for men and women (10.4 years for
men and 10.6 for women); the difference in recruitment age (46.6 years for men vs. 48.8 for
women) is mostly due to the age gap in the previous position. For both Assistant Professors
that become Associate Professors and Associate Professors that become Full Professors
there is a higher variance in male retention, which is an indicator of a higher degree of similarity in female careers (standard deviation is 8.8 for men and 7.0 for female in the first step,
and 7.9 vs. 6.1 in the second step).
To summarise the aforementioned, we have provided a table below, featuring data related
to the Medical and Engineering Faculties (See Table 1). However, the low universe of reference (N=26 and N=19) compels us to be cautious when identifying trends and specificities
for this specific field. For this reason, the information gathered through the analysis was only used as input information during the interviews conducted with female Full and Associate
Professors.
Table 4. Gender Gap in Academic Career Progression. Source: UNIPI DB (as at 31 December 2013).

Retention
Average
M
F
Assistant Professors
Associate Professors

10.2
10.4

12.0
10.6

Assistant Professors
Associate Professors

12.8
11.9

11.2
13.0

Assistant Professors
Associate Professors

9.7
8.8

8.5
8.6

Recruitment Age – Top Position
Average
M
F
University of Pisa
41.6
43.2
46.3
48.8
Medicine
43.6
43.5
51.2
49.5
Engineering
41.3
40.7
45.2
47.6

Universe of Reference
N
M
F
290
235

148
57

46
34

20
6

73
43

13
6

3.2.2 Participating in top positions
Vertical segregation becomes evident when we consider role assignment. It is a general,
crosscutting issue in the University of Pisa, but it is especially evident in the target departments. By gender mapping the positions in the statutory bodies of the University and in the
institution, we are able to see the effects of the shortage of women in the highest role
(Grade A).
If we examine the rectorate of the University of Pisa, we discover that the Rector is a man,
of the eleven vice-rectors, five are women and six men, but while 2 of the 3 male vicerectors are Full Professors (Grade A) and the other two are Associate Professors (Grade B),
only one of the women is a Full Professor, three are Associate Professors and one is an Assistant Professor (Grade C). The Board of Directors, that is the governing body of the univer-
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sity that decides on strategy, comprises one woman out of five internal members, no women out of two external members, and one woman out of 2 student representatives. In the
Academic Senate, which is the representative body of the various components of the University, with duties related to monitoring, coordinating and consulting, only three of the
eighteen teaching staff representatives are women, only one of the two administrative staff
representatives is a woman and none of the four student representatives are women.
Let us now examine the administration of the University: the General Director is a man; of
the seven directorates managing the main functions of the University, two are run by women (Finance and Internationalisation)8, while the centralized university systems (library, museum and departmental information system) are all chaired by men (N.B. These roles must
be assigned to a member of the teaching staff) but coordinated by women (N.B. These roles
must be assigned to a member of the administrative staff). Finally, with regard to the directorates of the inter-university centres, which must be managed by members of the teaching
staff, seven are headed by women (two of whom are Assistant Professors, another an Associate Professor and four Full Professors); of the ten men directors, only two are Associate
Professors, whilst the remaining eight are Full Professors9.
With regard to the top positions in the target departments of our analysis: no woman is a
Director or Deputy of the Medical or Engineering Departments (the ratio for the University
of Pisa is 7M : 1F); none of the six doctoral courses (three in Medicine and three in Engineering) are chaired by a woman (in the rest of the University of Pisa, the ratio is 5M : 1F). Only
one of the twelve degrees available in the Medical Departments is chaired by a woman, and
only two of the twenty degrees available in Engineering (the ratio for the whole University is
6M : 4F). Also, the coordination of post-graduate courses in Medicine is assigned in almost
nine out of 10 cases to men (in this case, a comparison with the rest of the University is not
possible, because the postgraduate degrees are, for the most part, in Medicine).

8

We have to consider the administrative staff of the whole university to be feminised, as 60% are women.
On paper, there are 20 centres. However, at the time of the survey (31.12.2015), three of these centres
had no directors.
9
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Table 5. Mapping top level positions (departmental positions). Data as at 31 December 2014.

Absolute value
M
F
Pisa University
Department Directors
Department Deputy Directors
Heads of Degree Programmes
Coordinators of Post-graduate Degrees
Heads of PhD Programmes
Medicine
Department Directors
Department Deputy Directors
Heads of Degree Programmes
Coordinators of Post-graduate Degrees
Heads of PhD Programmes
Engineering
Department Directors
Department Deputy Directors
Heads of Degree Programmes
Coordinators of Post-graduate Degrees

18
17
69
27
18

2
2
32
7
3

3
3
11
26
11

0
0
1
3
0

3
3
18
3

0
0
2
0

This high level of vertical segregation is connected to the scarcity of female Full Professors
and, in the Departments of Medicine, to the high incidence of female biologists working in
Medical Schools. It is by no means a coincidence that the two cases of female Presidents of
a Graduate or Post-graduate Programme coincide with the cases of two female Full Professors from Medicine.
The presence of women is characterised by a high incidence of female professors in related
subject areas. This means, with regards to Medicine, that the ratio for female Full Professors
in Biology is 2:1 (of the six female Full Professors, four are biologists and two studied Medicine). This ratio drops to less than 1:10 for male Full Professors (three of them studied Biology, 34 something related to Medicine). There is a higher incidence of biologists, albeit to a
lesser extent, in the passage from one role to another. In this case, the ratio for women is
inverted – 1:2 (because 7 in 20 were biologists) and the ratio for males increases, reaching
1:4 (9 out of 46 Associate Professors are biologists).
3.2.3 Funding for Research: a gender-based comparison
Our analysis of the gender-based differences in finding funding for research will consider local funding (at UNIPI level), national and European level funding10.
At local level, the University of Pisa uses different ways to allocate internal funding: the University Rating System, a system of co-funding to organise conferences, and the MIT-UNIPI
co-funding agreement (in the context of a framework agreement with the Massachusetts

10

Source: Research Office of the University of Pisa (as at 30 June 2015).
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Institute of Technology for the creation of joint research projects and for the exchange of
students and researchers).
Each year, the University of Pisa, by means of its scientific committees, evaluates the scientific productivity of each of the members of its teaching staff. The evaluation assesses professors and researchers of the University of Pisa requesting access to university research
funds. The funds distributed through the system are not particularly generous, but receiving
funds through the rating process still has an important symbolic value for professors and researchers. Scores are in fact allocated according to criteria determined independently by internal commissions, which are set up per disciplinary field, and which have some decisionmaking autonomy on the criteria defined at national level for the evaluation of research
quality (the data from the national evaluations are not available, as they are private).
As you can see in the table below (Table 4), males achieve better results: +0.18, which
means that on a scale from 0 to 4, males outperform females by about 5%. If we look at the
target departments of our analysis, then certain extremes emerge. One example is the Department of Surgical, Medical and Molecular Pathology and Critical Care Medicine, where
the performance of men is significantly better than the average recorded in the rest of the
University of Pisa, and where male performance is 16% higher than that of women. Another
example is the Department of Translational Research and of New Surgical and Medical
Technologies where males do better by 14.5%. Conversely, in Engineering, in the Department of Civil and Industrial Engineering, females outperform men (+14%). If we analyse the
funds distributed according to the rating system, males receive more resources than female;
however, in this case, said inconsistency does not lead to any significant disadvantages for
women, given that the funds are earmarked for collective and not individual research projects.
Table 5. Results from the internal rating system (data refer to scientific productivity from 2010 to 2014).

RATINGS 2014
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, SYSTEMS, TERRITORY, AND CONSTRUCTION
ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINE
DEPARTMENT OF SURGICAL, MEDICAL AND MOLECULAR PATHOLOGY
AND CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH AND OF NEW SURGICAL
AND MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES
AVERAGE AT UNIPI LEVEL

F
2.69
2.22

M
2.13
2.16

GAP M-F
-0.56
-0.06

2.67
2.69
1.90

2.81
2.76
2.55

0.14
0.07
0.65

1.71

2.29

0.58

2.39

2.57

0.18

The average data at departmental level show that men outperform women in eleven out of
fourteen cases. This gap is significantly higher in the following Departments: Information
Technology (+0.61), Economics and Business Management (+0.54), Biology (+0.44) and
Pharmacy (+0.41). When women do outperform men, the ratio is significantly lower. In-
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deed, if we look at the Departments where women perform better, we can see that the averages are lower than the aforementioned averages for men: -0.32 in the Department of Political Science and -0.21 in the Department of Chemistry and Industrial Chemistry.
With regard to sponsorships for organising conferences in 2013 and 2014, the University of
Pisa received 10 requests from the target departments of our analysis. Of these, only one
was submitted by a woman. All requests received funding (on average 1,500 Euros).
Before examining funding at national level, we have to consider another area, which is of
particular interest to Engineering, i.e. the co-funding agreement between MIT and UNIPI. In
the period 2013-2014, 24 projects were funded, 8 of which featured a woman as the principal investigator (and half of which pertain to the Engineering Departments).
At national level, we have data from PRIN (Projects of Relevant National Interest) and FIRB,
the “Future in Research” program. The first is devoted to funding research projects deemed
relevant for the development of national research in each field of study. We mapped two
on-going projects, financed by two procedures concluded in 2010-2011 and in 201211. Of
the 16 projects in Medicine, only one had a woman principal investigator, while, in Engineering, there was only one woman investigator for a total of two projects (out of the original eight presented12).
For the “Future in Research” program, it is worth mentioning that this call for proposals is
reserved to young researchers, non-employees on permanent contracts with a PhD or specialisation completed within the past two years but not more than seven years ago, or professionals with a PhD or post-grad completed more than five years ago but not more than
10 years ago, but with at least three years in a post-doc position. The funding for the projects still underway was approved in 2012 and 2013. The first call financed two young researchers from engineering (both men) and the second, a female physician12.
At European level, we have mapped all the funds received as part of the Seventh Framework Program (now closed). We will not, however, dwell on the data related to Horizon
2020, as they are still provisional. What we can say is that they seem to indicate a significant
worsening of researchers’ ability to obtain funding, both for men (about 4% success rate)
and women (0 %).
Researchers in Medicine have presented 52 projects within the Seventh Framework Program, 15 of which have been approved for funding (29% success rate). In terms of the gender dimension, 40 of these projects were presented by men and 12 by women; of those approved for funding, 10 were led by men and 5 by women. This entails a success rate of 25%
for males and 42% for females. The University of Pisa is a coordinator for only two of these
projects, and one has a woman principal investigator. It is worth pointing out that 33% of

11
12

The call was published in 2015. The evaluation process is still underway.
Unfortunately, we have no information about the projects that were submitted but not funded.
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the projects financed are led by a woman, and that the funding they received was equal to
16% of the total funding provided.
Researchers from Engineering were more active, in that they presented 215 projects and
obtained funds in 24% of cases. There is a gender-based difference in their success rate:
24.2% of the projects were led by men, 17% by women. The University of Pisa coordinates 6
of these projects, but only one has a woman principal investigator. Where the University of
Pisa is a third party, the principal investigator is a man. It is worth pointing out that 6% of
the total number of financed projects were headed by women, and that the funding they
received was equal to 2.3% of the total funding provided.
Because women have a lower employment status and are relegated to the lower grades,
because they are on fixed-term contracts, more likely to work part-time and to take a break
in their careers, because of all of the aforementioned, they are less likely than men to be eligible for research grants. Research conducted at international level has shown how, even
when eligible, fewer women than men apply for grants, or they apply for smaller grants and
request smaller amounts (Blake and La Valle 2000). Also, women researchers often pursue
different career paths than men and have a lower likelihood of being employed in the major
research universities, where most research grants are awarded (Etzkowitz and Ranga, 2011).
The consequences of this male-female disparity in research funding are all the more important as research funding increasingly shifts to international grant-project proposal mode
and funding success depends, to a large extent, on previous awards and grants – a manifestation of the ‘Matthew effect’, whereby greater recognition is given to established scientists
whose contributions are more readily accepted (Merton, 1968. Also known as the ‘Matilda
effect’ (Rossiter, 1993) impedes those who are still far from the already successful. This
leads to women experiencing burnout, exhaustion and a higher level of anxiety than men, as
shown by a study based on 3,400 interviews with female and male professors in six countries (Zimmer, 2003).
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4. ON THE CUMULATIVE PROCESS: BETWEEN THE MICRO, MESO AND MACRO LEVELS
In order to reveal the dynamics of the exclusion process, the results of which are clearly indicated by the data presented in the previous chapter, we decided to collect the life stories
of women scientists (at top level positions) by means of an interview process focusing on
the three sociological observation levels (micro, meso and macro).
Given that the three perspectives cited above offer interpretations that are considerably
more productive if used in an integrated manner (Wharton 2005), we will be presenting the
data on the progressive loss of female talent by analysing the “success stories” and the results of the interaction between private and public life. By analysing the results of our interviews, we can consider the three main topics of our analysis (personal life, career and institutional overview) and the dynamics and processes that lead to gender inequality, as well as
the results on the three different levels (micro, meso and macro).
At micro level, we will consider gender at individual level. Though scholars disagree about
the exact processes through which this occurs, and the durability of the distinctions that are
created, they do acknowledge that people are gendered beings. For the purposes of our
study, we will examine the gendered models and the construction of legitimate expectations based on gender, in private and public life.
At meso and macro level, we will look at gender distinction and inequality resulting from social relations and interaction (in the private and public sphere). The social context, i.e. organisational arrangements and institutions shall also be taken into account (in primis, family
and workplace arrangements).

4.1. Results of our micro-level analysis: the role of ascriptive factors and social patterns
Recent findings have shown that the role of parents and other important social partners
(siblings, peers) in primary socialization13 for career choices and career success has often
been underestimated compared to formal education (Endepohls-Ulpe et al. 2015).
Women are far more likely to abandon a career in academia than men, even if they have a
promising start. This has been attributed to differences in women's attitudes, motivation,
self-confidence and other characteristics resulting from gender socialisation (Sonnert and
Holton 2006).

13

According to Parsons' theory, primary socialization is the early period of learning through family relationships. Primary socialization tends to begin in the home and that is where we learn about social norms,
such as how to behave in society, and cultural practices in which we will eventually participate. This early
process not only prepares children for their roles in society as adults, but it also has a strong influence on
their personality (Parsons and Bales, 1956).
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In his analysis of gender and career choice processes based on different racial backgrounds
(Whites, Asians, African-Americans and Hispanics), Correll highlights the impact of parenting: “Families can teach children alternative beliefs to counter hegemonic beliefs” (Correll,
2001, p.1715). This study focuses on how gender beliefs can influence a person’s perception
about his competence (learned during primary socialisation), thereby explaining how gender
can impact the early and relevant career choices of men and women.
In the life histories we collected, this influence is especially evident but also broader, as it
not only pertains to the self-perception of gendered competence, but it also affects cultural
beliefs about gender constraints. The role of the family of origin is crucial in the process of
socially-learned behaviours and expectations associated with the two sexes.
Social patterns seem to be essential in the process of internalization of “gender roles” and
gender identity. These processes are recursive, as gendered models define the expectations
for behaviour and attitude that culture defines as appropriate for men and women, and
gender identity expresses an individual’s specific definition of himself, based on that person’s understanding of what it means to be a man or a woman. In a nutshell, gender socialization encourages and discourages different behaviours and attitudes in men and women.
4.1.1 The role of ascriptive factors in curricula choices
International literature underlines the inequality of the Italian education system: the role
played by a student’s social background is greater than in other Western countries (Jackson,
2013). In Italy, members of the lower social classes are systematically under-represented in
academic-oriented schools (i.e. lyceums; Schizzerotto and Barone, 2006; Pisati, 2002;
Mocetti, 2012; Checchi and Flabbi, 2006). Females tend to choose schools that prepare
them for traditionally feminised professions (e.g. teaching, secretarial work or jobs requiring
language skills) and are less likely to enrol in vocational or technical schools (Pisati, 2002;
Mocetti, 2012). Inequalities persist at university and college level (Biancheri, 2012) and increase at professional level. Three quarters of all students’ career choices are influenced by
their parents’ professions. The direct effect of education is very pronounced in all Italian cohorts (Barone and Schizzerotto, 2011). In Italy, downward mobility is virtually absent, whilst
upward mobility is highly uncommon and is largely limited to short-range moves; career
mobility does not strengthen or weaken the influence of social origin (Ibidem).
Faced with such dynamics, it is hardly surprising to see, even among our interviewees, the
impact of ascriptive factors on educational and career choices. Often, they are found in families where at least one parent was an academic or a professional working in the same field
as the interviewee.
The presence of a mother with significant cultural capital is fundamental; indeed, the average of the interviewees working in medicine has a mother who is a teacher or has a bachelor’s; the percentage is higher among engineers (almost 70%). A mother’s role is even more
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important when it comes to supporting her child. International literature has stressed this as
a key factor for a successful educational path for women (Osborne, Simons, Collins 2000).
This appears to be essential for our interviewees too, especially in terms of encouraging
self-confidence and motivating.
Mi hanno spronato … forse direi che per loro era un po’ scontato che io studiassi e andassi avanti …anzi, mia mamma … forse mi ha anche spronato eccessivamente … era molto … poiché lei non aveva potuto studiare per problemi familiari, perché suo padre era morto precocemente … e quindi si era
dovuta un pochino rimboccare le maniche, aveva tre fratelli, era rimasta a
casa e a lei sarebbe piaciuto moltissimo fare medicina, figuriamoci ... E allora
ha riversato un pochino su di me le sue aspettative, per cui mi seguiva molto
… tendo a dire che pretendeva molto da me, quindi ero molto pressata …
(COD_15; Full Professor, MED)14.
Ha spinto tutti noi a studiare, indipendentemente da maschio o femmina, e a
farsi una propria posizione. Diciamo che lo studio e il successo nello studio è
sempre stata la cosa principale che ci ha chiesto (COD_21; Full Professor,
ING)15.
(…) entrambi i miei genitori sono laureati quindi la laurea a casa mia è sempre stata una cosa scontata infatti io non ho mai pensato durante la mia adolescenza di finire e andare a lavorare, per me l’università era una normale
conseguenza dello studio, un percorso che si doveva fare. Su questo mi hanno
sempre supportato (COD_11; Associate Professor, ING)16.

The ascriptive factors seem to be significant for the interviewed group of scientists; indeed,
five out of eleven had a father who was a university professor (among the female professors
in medicine, the number is four out of fourteen).
This difference is probably due to the gender-based categorization of scientific fields. Certain scholars highlight how girls are lacking technical experience, while boys are lacking bio-

14

They spurred me on… I think I would say that for them it was a bit of a given that I would study and
move ahead in life… actually, it was my mom… perhaps she was excessive… she pushed a lot… because she
couldn’t study due to family problems, because her father died young… so she had to roll up her sleeves,
she had three brothers, she had to stay home and she would have liked to have studied medicine, of
course… so she had high expectations of me, and she kept a close eye on me… I would say she expected a
lot of me, so I was under a lot of pressure.
15
He incited us all to study, male and female alike, to get a good job. Let’s just say that studying and being
a good student was what he expected of us.
16
Both my parents have a degree, so in our household, having a degree was a given. When I was a teenager, I never once considered finding a job straight out of school. For me, university was the next logical
step after school, something that you had to do. They always supported me in this.
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logical experience that can lead them to a career in medicine or biology (Osborne, Simons,
Collins 2000). This is the result of the social construct of science. Some scientific disciplines
are more masculine than others; biology and other life sciences are at one end of the spectrum, while physics and engineering are at the other end (Blickenstaff, 2005)17. Traditionally, the sciences are identified as being more masculine, specifically those linked to improving economic production and developing weapons, two tasks that our male-dominated society has decided are valuable. Biology has historically been less clearly tied to economic development (except in agricultural science, another male-dominant field) and weapons than
physics or engineering (Saraga, Griffiths 1981). For this reason, certain ascriptive elements
are more important in engineering careers, because women engineers, more than women
doctors, have to face prejudice and specific social constructs of gender aptitudes and roles.
Scholars have shown how the gendered “separation of labour” in science causes women to
be better represented in the biological sciences and medicine, and men in the physical sciences and engineering. Similar phenomena may be observed at more fine-grained levels
within particular medical, nursing and engineering subfields. One explanation for this is the
phenomenon of “territorial sex segregation” and “ghettoization”18 (Rossiter 1995).
It is for this reason that we analysed the interviews of female professors in medicine and
engineering separately. Women who have chosen medicine and biology have chosen to
specialize in a field that is strictly connected with the social construction of gender roles,
challenging the theory of the professional status (Etzkowitz 1971) as aspiring to be placed at
the top of the hierarchy. Women who have chosen engineering have challenged the social
construction of both the subject matter and the professional status19.
Our research revealed an inextricable link between ascriptive factors and the construction
of gender roles and attitudes. The educational and career paths of engineers are closely re17

Dale Baker and Rosemary Leary explored girls’ ideas about and attitudes toward science by interviewing
40 girls in primary and secondary grades. In general, they found that girls enjoyed their science experiences in school, but had strong negative feelings about dissection and could not imagine themselves as scientists. The girls also noticed the bias in textbooks and television where very few scientists are depicted as
female. Some of the girls made an intriguing distinction between a ‘scientist’ who studies biology or zoology and a ‘scientist scientist’ who uses chemicals or works with rockets (p. 18). One of the most common
reasons the girls gave to explain their interest in life science as opposed to physical science was their desire to care for people or animals (1995).
18
As the supply of qualified women rose and new opportunities in scientific work emerged from the development of ‘big science’ and the need for large staffs of assistants in research centres, women were utilized as research associates or sidelined into fields that were low in status and lacking in resources.
19
It is worth noting that our interviewees came from male-dominant subfields of engineering (such as,
mechanical engineering, aerospace engineering, computer engineering), with the exception of three cases
of female professors working in a “feminized” subfield of engineering, i.e. management and architecture
(COD_12; COD_14; COD_18). In another case, the interviewee taught a subject that is more feminized
than engineering but still studied by more men than women, i.e. maths, where the rate of feminization is
around 35% (COD_17).
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lated to social class; indeed, the upper class seems to be associated with a gendered attribution, although this gender-based identification is occasionally challenged:
passioni sì.. però sempre sull'ambito scientifico matematico perchè i miei genitori entrambi di origine matematica.. ero molto portata per la matematica
quindi era una cosa che mi appassionava.. (..) lui [n.d.r. il Padre] diceva che
ero piccolina e non capivo cosa il lavoro che faceva e mi diceva che studiava
formule matematiche e questa cosa mi piaceva tantissimo perchè avevo una
facilità verso quel tipo di materie piuttosto che altre quindi era naturale.. però non avevo un sogno particolare su un particolare tipo.. sicuramente che
coinvolgesse materie scientifiche che coinvolgesse quella che era la tecnologia limitata a quel tempo (COD_17; Associate Professor, ENG)20.
ho frequentato il liceo scientifico perché ero molto portata per le materie
scientifiche, è stata una scelta naturale avevo intenzione di fare l’università
quindi la mai scelta cadeva su un liceo. Il liceo classico non l’ho mai preso in
considerazione perché ero molto portata per le materie scientifiche più che
per quelle letterarie. Finito il liceo scientifico cercavo una facoltà maschile e
scientifica avevo pensato di fare matematica ma poi alla fine non mi piaceva
(COD_23; Associate Professor, ENG)21.

In some cases, however, middle class families also supported their children who took a
more technical educational path. We had one case where social class and geography combined to shift a girl’s studies from the humanities to the sciences. The interviewee, in fact,
wanted to study at a lyceum, but due to logistics she was forced to opt for a technical institute. Her choice conditioned her decision about which faculty to attend.
la mia scelta delle scuole superiori è stata forzata dalle circostanze oggettive,
nel senso che io volevo fare il liceo ma era molto lontano per andarci avrei
dovuto alzarmi alle quattro e mezza del mattino, prendere una corriera, un
treno per arrivare alla stazione e cambiare un altro treno cosi da arrivare alle
otto a scuola e i miei erano un po’ preoccupati per la prospettiva di questa vi20

[…] passion, yes… but always in the field of mathematics, because both my parents came from the world
of maths… I was very good at maths, so it was something that excited me… (…) he (Editor’s note: my father) used to say that when I was young, I couldn’t understand what work he did and that he would tell me
that he studied mathematical formulas and I really liked that, because it was easier for me to study these
kinds of subjects than others, so it was a natural thing… but I didn’t have a specific dream about a specific
field… it definitely had to include scientific subjects, it had to include technology.
21
I attended a secondary school with a scientific orientation, because I was gifted in scientific subjects. It
was a natural choice, I was planning on going to university, so I chose to attend a lyceum. I never even
considered a high school specialising in the humanities, because I was better at the sciences than literary
subjects. When I finished high school, I was looking for a scientific and masculine faculty. I was thinking of
studying mathematics, but in the end I realised I didn’t like it.
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ta per cinque anni. (…) il classico ma visto che lì vicino c’era un istituto tecnico ho fatto quello. Inizialmente questo non mi è piaciuto ma questa strada mi
ha portato a fare la facoltà di economia … e se sono qua è perché ho fatto
questo percorso (COD_14; Associate Professor, ENG)22.

This is also true for the brothers, and above all, the sisters of our interviewees from both
departments:
Sì a parte che tutte le mie sorelle hanno fatto il liceo scientifico... abbiamo
fatto tutti il liceo.. cioè.. si è proprio ..cioè faccia conto che ho tre sorelle …
due laureate in matematica, una sorella in chimica e io ingegnere, quindi diciamo che era proprio.. (COD_09; Associate Professor, ENG)23.
Ho un fratello e una sorella più piccoli di me che hanno frequentato il liceo
scientifico come me; entrambi sono laureati in ingegneria, qui a Pisa, come
me. Mio fratello è professore universitario a Parigi e mia sorella è borsista
post-doc a Ginevra (COD_11; Associate Professor, ENG)24.
Io, la terza di sei figli: quattro maschi e due femmine. Il fratello maggiore è
magistrato attualmente procuratore generale della Repubblica; un altro fratello è professore Ordinario di medicina legale (…) il quarto è professore di ingegneria al politecnico … l’altra mia sorella è biologa e professore associato a
Bari e l’ultimo è professore associato in architettura a Milano (COD_06; Full
Professor, MED)25.

The connection between ascriptive factors and educational choices becomes more evident
when considering another element. Our quantitative analysis had already shown that a high
percentage of female professors in medicine came from other subject areas (e.g. biology),
22

I was forced to choose a high school based on our circumstances, in the sense that I wanted to attend a
lyceum, but it was too far. I would have had to have gotten up at 4:30 every morning, caught a bus, then a
train to get to the station, and then changed trains to be at school by 8am; my parents were a bit worried
at the thought of me living like this for 5 years (…) but seen as though there was a technical institute nearby, I went there. At first, I didn’t like it, but it led me to the faculty of economics… and if I’m here, it’s because of my high school studies.
23
Yes, other than the fact that all my sisters attended a secondary school with a scientific orientation… we
all attended high school… we really… just think, I have 3 sisters… two graduated in mathematics, one in
chemistry and I am an engineer, so let’s just say that it was really…
24
I have a younger brother and sister who, like me, attended a secondary school with a scientific orientation. Both of them graduated in engineering, here in Pisa, like me. My brother is a university professor in
Paris and my sister is a post-doc fellow in Geneva.
25
I am the third of six children: four boys and two girls. My oldest brother is a magistrate and now a public
prosecutor; my other brother is a full professor in forensic medicine (…); my fourth brother is a professor in
engineering at the polytechnic university… one of my sisters is a biologist and an associate professor in Bari and my other sister is an associate professor in architecture in Milan.
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but it also helped us to identify the same phenomenon in engineering, albeit to a lesser degree. One in three of the full professors interviewed studied computer science, while among
the associate professors we discovered that two had graduated in economics, one in physics, one in mathematics and another in architecture.
As for the female engineering professors, more than half of them (three in five) studied
something else, a course more in keeping with the traditional models of gender roles and
gender skills. In two cases, they came from managerial economy, and in the third, from architecture, which features more female students than engineering26. In the other three cases, our interviewees came from a traditionally masculine degree: the first is a Full Professor
who graduated in information technology. It is worth noting that the course in IT had just
been set-up and was not yet stereotyped or rather, any existing stereotypes were mild27.
The second case comprises an associate professor teaching at the faculty of mathematics,
which, despite having very few female students, is still more feminised than engineering.
The few women who do enrol in the faculty wish to teach after their studies. The third case
involves a foreigner from a very different background, and it is highly likely that other factors, including ethnic and social origin, played a bigger role than gender in her professional
choices. International literature highlights how gender, ethnic/racial origin and social class
are closely associated with a person’s choice about scientific studies and a scientific career
(Catsambis, 1995; Tai, Sadler, 2001; Cunningham, Hoyer, Sparks, 2015). What is interesting
is that in some cases, the influence of ethnic origin was found to be more significant than
gender (Greenfield, 1995).
In the field of medicine, the cases of mismatched post-grad and scientific placement affected the same field of origin, i.e. biology. Here we witnessed a very different phenomenon, as
both fields (medicine and biology) relate to the life sciences, and both have experienced a
very similar feminization process. The reason, in this case, does not lie in the gender stereotyping of the profession and of skills, but rather in workload. Physicians / Professors (both
men and women) have to face a triple presence: they have to teach, do university research,
and perform their hospital duties. This leads to a so-called “triple engagement”, which, in
the case of female physicians, is added to the phenomenon known in Italy as double presence, i.e. professional work and domestic chores (Balbo 1978), and termed in America as the
shift presence (Hochschild, Machung 1990). This means that these female professionals
reach a superhuman goal, which, for the purposes of our study, could be called “quadruple
presence”. The workload of a biologist, on the other hand, does not foresee any hospital
work.
26

With regard to social class and a “stronger” socialization process in the sciences, the two professors cited are from middle class families. Conversely, the two professors who completed a more masculine degree are from upper class families.
27
Of course, this is related to the phenomenon discussed above, which we will examine further below.
N.B. The code of the interviewee is COD_05.
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Io penso fondamentalmente questo.. che.. fare una carriera universitaria in
ambito medico è veramente molto, molto faticoso, in ambito.. nei settori
MED. Perché? Ovviamente volendo fare tutto bene, nel senso.. al massimo!
C’è da seguire i pazienti in corsia, c’è da seguire l’attività accademica: le riunioni, i consigli e c’è da fare didattica. Allora.. una donna medico come può
“imbarcarsi” se vuole avere una famiglia, dico dei figli no?.. Poi ci sono tanti
modi di avere.. Come fa a conciliare queste tre attività? L’attività assistenziale, l’attività accademica, l’attività di ricerca e la famiglia? Ma parlando solo
di lavoro…contro un lavoro che può essere una libera professione.. che uno se
la organizza come vuole, che uno appunto gestisce in base alle necessità familiari… quindi… Probabilmente io ho diverse persone amiche che a volte… Mi
viene in mente una carissima amica che lavorava al CNR ha avuto tante e tali
pressioni.. che ora fa la libera professione. E’ venuta via! Quindi tante persone non ce la fanno! Non ce la fai!... perché il carico è molto pesante.. Probabilmente nei settori BIO non essendoci l’attività assistenziale è una.. è una..
attività più conciliabile nella quale puoi far bene il tuo lavoro conciliando anche l’attività familiare… e forse è questo… (COD_03; Associate Professor,
MED) 28.
Perché possa piacere di più la biologia alle donne sinceramente non è una
domanda a cui so rispondere, forse perché è molto vicina alla medicina ma
non richiede le stesse responsabilità, la stessa dedizione, le stesse capacità e
forse le donne con la famiglia e tutto sono meno adatte alla medicina perché
richiede tutto il tempo possibile, la vedo più una professione da uomo anche
se non avrei pregiudizi nell'affidarmi ad un medico donna, (…) il biologo sta
nel laboratorio fa il suo orario (COD_04; Associate Professor, MED) 29.

28

I basically think that… a university career in medicine is very, very tiring… in the fields of medicine. Why?
Obviously because you want do everything well, to the best of your ability! You have patients, your academic activities: meetings, faculty meetings and teaching. So, how can a woman doctor launch her career
if she wants to have a family, I mean children, right? There are many ways to have a family, of course… So
how do you reconcile these three things: healthcare, academia, research, and family life? But if we only
talk about work… a job like freelancing… work that you organise as you please, that you manage based on
family needs… so… I probably have a number of friends who at times… A dear friend of mine comes to
mind, she worked at the National Research Centre, she was under so much pressure from all directions…
she now works as a freelancer! She left! So a lot of people cannot cope! You just can’t cope! Because the
load is too heavy… possibly in the fields of Biology, because there is no healthcare involved… it is… it is… a
job you can do well and still reconcile with your family life… perhaps that’s the thing.
29
Why women like Biology more, quite honestly, is not a question I can answer. Perhaps because it is so
similar to medicine but it doesn’t require the same responsibilities, the same dedication, the same skills,
and perhaps women with a family are less suited to medicine, because it demands all your time. I see it
more as a man’s profession, even though I would not have a problem being treated by a woman doctor
(…). A biologist works in a lab, he has his office hours.
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Certo … ma io una spiegazione che potrei dare è questa … che la clinica è
molto più … implica una maggiore difficoltà dal punto di vista della conciliazione tra la professione e la famiglia per una donna .. perché il dover essere in
sala operatoria con una frequenza elevata … non lo so … se è una donna che
vuole anche una famiglia .. perché poi ci sono donne che hanno fatto la scelta
di non avere la famiglia e forse quelle potrebbero farcela insomma…
(COD_14; Full Professor, MED)30.

Said observation was made by asking the interviewees to comment on the scissor diagram
showing career paths at the University of Pisa (see Annex 1). What is interesting is the reading provided by the interviewee who proposes an interpretation centred on individual preference. We will resume this analysis later, and compare the different perspectives emerging
from the interviews (Chapter 5), and examine the pervasiveness and the implications of said
perspectives.
4.1.2 Social patterns, the construction of gender attitudes, and self-assessments
Through the analysis of our interviews, we will identify the relevance of family, which can
differ in terms of structure, although there is still a correlation between gender roles and
gender models, the construction of social/professional roles/identity and family expectations.
As for structure, we found no evidence favouring family structure. Marital stability or the
presence of both parents, grandparents or brothers and sisters (including quantity) has neither a positive nor a negative effect on a woman’s career path. The original family can either
be traditional, small, extended, with a single parent, with one or more children (and thus
one or more brothers or sisters). It does not make a difference if the family comprises a
male breadwinner or female homemaker, dual earners or one-and-a-half earners.
What do matter are the gendered patterns. In dual-earner families, it is evident that the socialization process tends to construct alternative beliefs to counter hegemonic beliefs on
gender roles and attitudes. This is not only the case in dual-earner families, as seen in the
comments of interviewee COD_17 (Associate Professor in Engineering), whose parents both
worked in mathematics (see p. 35), but also the case when female relatives made different
or alternative life choices (see the interview on the next page: COD_05; Full Professor, ENG).
In both cases, these women underwent a socialisation process that placed them in the
workplace and not just in a family context. Moreover, thanks to the socialisation process,
they (and others) had the opportunity to develop technical skills. This opportunity was cre-

30

Of course… but I could explain it as follows… that a clinic is a lot more… for a woman, it implies a lot
more difficulty in reconciling family and work life… because having to be frequently in an operating room
… I don’t know… if we’re talking about a woman who also wants a family… because you have women who
have chosen not to have a family and perhaps they could manage…
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ated by the agents of primary socialisation who did not associate technical skills with a
strictly male-dominated field.
Where the woman is the homemaker, there are virtuous dynamics at play. In some cases,
the social construction of gender roles (and class) meant that in these types of families
there were paid staff dedicated to doing some of the household duties, thereby separating
the role of mother from housewife. The following interviewee talks about how her mother
chose not to work after the birth of her children, but still needed help at home (before hiring someone to help and then asking the grandparents for help):
Ha avuto una donna di servizio quando ero piccola per alcuni anni poi c’è stata un’interruzione per alcuni anni e quindi non c’è stato più nessuno come
donna di servizio che potesse dare una mano in casa, però c’erano a casa anche i genitori dei miei (…) E quindi la nonna paterna aiutava mia mamma nelle faccende e con noi (COD_18; Associate Professor, ENG)31.

In other cases, however, being a housewife was perceived to be a deminutio. These mothers
complained of not being able to follow their own dreams and put pressure on their daughters not to forsake their professional goals (cfr. COD_15; Full Professor, MED). In this latter
case, the mother cultivated in her daughter the same passion she had, to become a doctor,
which her daughter did (she is now a Full Professor in Medicine).
In other cases, where the mother is not a strong female role model, there are other relatives
who fill this role: grandmothers, aunts, etc.
Quindi sono rimasta orfana con madre casalinga e in casa però avevo una
tradizione di donne forti: la mia nonna era maestra, la mia prozia che abitava
con noi era stata capo farmacista a Careggi e una delle prime laureate in
chimica in Italia in quanto nata nel 1901, quindi ho sempre respirato un’aria
in casa di studio, cultura e di non discriminazione femminile. E di questo devo
ringraziare loro che erano donne molte forti, all’epoca non era facile fare carriere la mia prozia infatti non si è sposata, e non sono stata discriminata
neanche rispetto a mio fratello (COD_05; Full Professor, ENG)32.

31

She had help for a few years when I was young, then for a few years we had no one to help around the
house, but then both sets of grandparents came to live with us () And so, my paternal grandmother would
help my mom with the housework and with us children.
32
And so I was an orphan with a mom who was a housewife. But there was a strong tradition of powerful
women in our house: my grandmother was a teacher, my great aunt, who lived with us, was the head
pharmacist at the Hospital of Careggi and one of the first women graduates in chemistry in Italy, since she
was born in 1901. So I breathed an air of culture and studying and female inclusion. And I have them to
thank, these strong women. Back then, it wasn’t easy to pursue a career… indeed, my aunt never married.
And I was never discriminated against, not even in favour of my brother.
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We identified the same dynamics in the construction of gender attitudes and behaviours.
The life paths of these women, especially those who have chosen engineering, are characterised by the presence of "significant others" with a powerful image of adequacy in terms
of the role, skills and ability of women in science (and, as we will see later, the role, skills
and ability of scientists). We discovered a positive dynamic and interaction between our interviewees and their “significant others”. Through their interactions with their significant
others, and their perception of behaviour, individuals gain a sense of who he or she is, and
come to understand how to act in a given context and role. Self-concept is based largely on
our perceptions – whether accurate or not – of who we are in the eyes of those whose opinions matter to us. The life histories that we have collected show that it was through their interaction with family members, close friends and mentors (teachers) that the interviewees
built an image of self-adequacy in science. It was a progressive accumulation of selfconfidence in their abilities and in their attitudes to science (see COD_17 and COD_23 cited
above, but also the extracts of the interview cited below).
Sì il mio professore di matematica al liceo, che era molto bravo a comunicare
il suo amore per la matematica e per le scienze e poi dal lato di mia madre,
che proveniva da una famiglia numerosa, ci sono 2 ingegneri civili, un ingegnere elettrotecnico e un professore di matematica nelle scuole superiori.
Uno degli ingegneri civili era professore universitario, ormai in pensione che
quando ero a Lecce frequentavo spesso in quanto siamo una famiglia molto
unita, ed era quello che viaggiava di più e aveva un certo fascino e mi ha ispirato nella scelta della carriera. E poi ho ereditato da mio padre la passione
per le scienze. (COD_11; Associate Professor, ENG)33.
Però negli anni di liceo ho avuto anche un’ottima insegnate di Scienze che mi
ha fatto appassionare a quelle che erano scienze della vita e anche alla chimica devo dire … infatti inizialmente ero indecisa a quale facoltà iscrivermi se
a chimica o a biologia, poi alla fine scelsi biologia perché comunque
l’attrazione per la vita, per le scienze della vita era più forte. (COD_19; Associate Professor, MED)34.

33

Yes, my high school maths teacher, who was very good at communicating his love for mathematics and
for the sciences and then from my mother’s side, who comes from a large family: there are two civil engineers, an electrical-technical engineer and a high school maths teacher. One of the civil engineers was a
university professor, he is retired now, but when I lived in Lecce, I would visit him often, given that we’re
also a very close-knit family. He travelled a lot, I found him fascinating and he was an inspiration for me
when it came to choosing a career. And from my father, I got my love for the sciences.
34
But when I was in high school, I also had a wonderful science teacher who made me fall in love with the
life sciences and also, I must say, with chemistry… in actual fact, at first, I was unsure about which faculty I
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A number of scholars have highlighted the crucial role of teachers in the performance of
students in maths and science. “Mathematics is not seen as an appropriate do-main for females. Therefore, achievement by a female in the mathematical domain results in her not
fulfilling her sex role identity adequately. She perceives that teachers and peers have lowered expectations of her mathematical success because she is female. (…) others see her as
some-what less feminine when she achieves in mathematics (…) she thinks others have negative feelings about her success” (Fennema and Peterson, 1985, p. 25). Students generally
live up to the expectations of their teachers, and want to fill the roles that are expected
(Blickenstaff, 2005) and scientific literature has pointed to the effect of sex-role identity on
student achievement. Warrington and Younger (2000) found that girls still encountered science teachers with sexist attitudes and low expectations of their achievements. It is small
wonder that girls dislike science and choose other subjects to study at university when their
efforts are consistently devalued (Blickenstaff, 2005).
If what we have described can be considered part of secondary socialization, oriented towards specific skills, then we need to describe elements stemming from primary socialization, which are related to the formation of a person’s basic personality.
Socialization occurs when playing, within groups of peers, and is characterized by rather
symmetrical patterns. Girls and boys can play the same games, often outdoors, and girls can
even be involved in more structured games (e.g. football) that break down the classic assignment of roles.
giocavamo molto con giochi di fantasia, la famiglia era grande, avevo cugini
… non avevamo giocattoli ma giocavamo fuori, all’aperto, in giardino .. amavamo esplorare o cacciare animali (..) oppure il gioco della corda o quello della settimana … giocavamo tutti assieme non c’erano differenze … (COD_01;
Associate Professor, ENG)35.
Ho fatto calcio perché mio padre allenava la squadra del paese e mi portava
con lui, quindi per me era naturale l’avere respirato l’aria del calcio (…) giocavo con i maschi poi però fisicamente non avevo la prestanza fisica dei maschi
e mi facevo male e ho smesso perché avevo sempre le ginocchia distrutte (…)
mia mamma mi ha sempre stressato da morire, sia per l’abbigliamento che
per l’atteggiamento perché io mi sono sempre sentita, ma non sotto il punto
di vista sessuale ma dal punto di vista del mio ruolo era più quello di bambino

should enrol in, chemistry or biology. In the end, I chose biology, because life, the life sciences were so
much more appealing.
35
We played a lot of role-playing games, our family was large, I had a lot of cousins… we didn’t have any
toys, but we played outside, in the garden… we loved to explore or to hunt animals (…) we skipped rope,
we played hopscotch… we all played together, no one was left out…
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che di bambina. E lei non sapeva come vestirmi, aveva difficoltà nel tenermi i
capelli lunghi (COD_23; Associate Professor, MED)36.

In some cases, this occurred naturally; in others, the interviewee clearly expressed the fact
that she did not approve of the fact that she was “different” than her brother.
Io all’età di quattro-cinque anni ero arrabbiata perché volevo essere un uomo, probabilmente avendo un fratello, nonostante non mi discriminassero
però quando portavano dei regali che a lui davano la pistola ed a me la bambola per me era una tragedia, infatti i miei poi avevano imparato e ci regalavano le stesse cose e poi anche mio fratello piaceva giocare con le bambole e
quindi ci scambiavamo i giochi (COD_05; Full Professor, ENG)37.

The opposite of this socialization process is the construction of the figure and role of a scientist, which is in keeping with female ability and attitude. Our analysis underlines the crucial role of socialization in science, and highlights the positive effects of a socialization process that is not affected (or at least not completely affected) by dominant models (such as,
gender aptitude and science). A number of studies have documented, through activities like
“draw-a-scientist”, how the stereotypic “mad scientist” image of scientists is an image of
science strongly characterized in terms of gender (the mad scientist is a man) and they have
linked this representation with the low proportion of women in the "hard" sciences (Chambers, 1983; Barman, 1997; Jones, Howe and Rua 2000; Kirch and Amoroso, 2016).
If in 1983 only less than 1% of elementary students drew a female scientist (Chambers,
1983), almost fifteen years later, and in an older cohort of students (at middle school), students still perceive scientists as white males with lab coats, eyeglasses, and facial hair, and
the percentage who included a female as a scientist in their drawing was still less than 25%
(Barman, 1997). Further studies suggest that girls continue to have fewer experiences as
well as interests in the physical sciences, and boys have fewer experiences and interests in
the biological sciences (Jones, Howe and Rua, 2000). Recent studies have suggested that the
future pipeline of scientists and engineers is likely to remain unchanged (Archer, DeWitt,
Osborne, Dillon, Willis and Wong, 2010; Kirch and Amoroso, 2016).
36

I played football, because my father coached the team of the town and he would take me along with
him, so it was normal for me to get a taste of the world of football (…) I played with the boys, but I didn’t
have the same physical strength as them and I would get injured. I stopped, because my knees were
messed up (…). My mom would stress me out a lot, because of the way I dressed and because of the way I
acted, because I always felt, not from a sexual point of view, but in terms of my role, that I was more boyish than girly. And she didn’t know how to dress me, she had a hard time keeping my hair long.
37
At the age of four or five, I was angry, because I wanted to be a man, probably because I had a brother.
No one ever discriminated against me, but when we would get gifts, and my brother would get a gun and I
would get a doll, it was an absolute disaster. Actually, my parents learnt quickly, and they started giving us
the same gifts. Plus, my brother also liked to play with dolls, so we would exchange gifts.
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‘Real’ science is already being constructed in gendered terms. In a sample of ten year-olds,
both boys and girls reported enjoying doing science, but we can see how they are already
starting to articulate a dominant discourse in which ‘grown up’ science is constructed in
masculine terms. It is seen as ‘dangerous’, risky and potentially unpredictable (and hence,
by implication, exciting and innovative). Whilst the children themselves do not consciously
use the language of gender, feminist theorists have discussed how such attributes are clearly gendered and aligned with masculinity (Francis 2000; Skelton and Francis 2008).
For our interviewees, the idea of a woman and a scientist being compatible lies at the heart
of their life histories and life choices. It is a notion that is formed in childhood and that
grows over time.
io ho sempre voluto fare la fisica .. (…) l’ho capito quando avevo 14-15 anni
(..) mi vedevo come astronauta, come astro-fisica...le stelle. (…) non ho mai
pensato ad una famiglia… no la famiglia non tantissimo, anzi mi ricordo che
non volevo neanche avere figli (COD_01; Associate Professor, ENG)38.
In origine non volevo fare il medico ma volevo fare il biologo molecolare, volevo fare attività di ricerca in laboratorio .. (…) mi motivarono che era meglio
fare medicina piuttosto che biologia così poi mi convinsero a fare medicina,
sempre con l’idea di fare un’attività di ricerca di base (COD_16; Associate
Professor, MED)39.

This is especially true for female engineers; conversely, little girls who dream of becoming a
doctor one day, dream of taking care of people and they are also interested in teaching. The
same does not pertain to engineers.
quando ero ragazzina devo dire che una delle mie aspettative … cioè quando
mi dicevano cosa vuoi fare da grande dicevo: la maestra, l’insegnante, e così
via … quindi … questo … così … interesse per la docenza c’è sempre stato, in
nuce, fin da bambina (COD_15; Full Professor, MED)40.
Ero un po’ indecisa nel fare scienze quindi matematica e fisica o ingegneria, il
settore l’avevo scelto ma non sapevo bene. Ho scelto ingegneria per motivi
38

I always wanted to be a physicist… (…) I realised it when I was 14/15 years old (…) I saw myself becoming an astronaut, an astrophysicist… the stars. (…) I never thought about having a family… no, not really,
actually, I even remember not wanting any children.
39
At first, I didn’t want to be a doctor, I wanted to be a molecular biologist, I wanted to do research in a
laboratory… (…) they rationalised that it would be better to study medicine than biology, so they convinced
me to study medicine, with the idea that I would do research.
40
When I was a little girl, one of my aspirations was… actually, when they asked me what do you want to
be when you grow up, I would say a school teacher, a high school teacher, and so on… so… this interest in
teaching has always existed, in nuce, since I was a little girl.
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lavorativi, perché sapevo che con matematica e fisica avrei fatto l’insegnante
di scuola media o del liceo e non volevo fare quello come lavoro quindi preferivo una facoltà che mi avrebbe permesso di fare un bel lavoro all’interno di
un’azienda (COD_11; Associate Professor, ENG)41.

The last extract cited below reveals another typical element of male socialization that we
frequently came across in the life histories of the women engineers, namely choosing a university degree (within the subject area of interest). This is quite common – see COD_05;
COD_14; COD_25.
Even if the process of socialization produces a gender connotation for university degrees or
for a profession, the women interviewed were able to take on the challenge of demonstrating that this construction was wrong, thanks to the skills they knew they had. There is a desire to challenge, knowing that their skills will guarantee a successful outcome. Challenging
a field perceived as "masculine" and winning can be very difficult.
Al liceo andavo molto bene in chimica e quindi ho preso ingegneria chimica,
ho scelto l’ingegnere perché era una figura molto maschile e mi piace l’idea di
fare qualcosa che all’epoca faceva solo il 99% di uomini è stata una sfida, vittoriosa perché alla fine avevo voti molti alti e non pagavo le tasse per meriti.
Quindi è stato un percorso molto facile (COD_23; Associate Professor, ENG)42.

4.2. The burden of choice: between meso and macro level
Understanding gender in an institutional context means that gender is not just an attribute
of individuals; instead, institutions themselves are gendered. To say that an institution is
gendered means that the whole institution is patterned on specific gendered relationships.
That is, gender is “present in the processes, practices, images and ideologies, and distribution of power in the various sectors of social life” (Acker, 1992; 567). The concept of gendered institution was introduced by Joan Acker, a feminist sociologist. Acker used this concept to explain not just that gender expectations themselves are structured along gendered
lines. Gendered institutions are the total pattern of gender relations – stereotypical expectations, interpersonal relationships, and men’s and women’s different placements in social,
41

I was a bit unsure about studying the sciences, so mathematics and physics or engineering; I had chosen
a field, but I wasn’t sure. I chose engineering for work reasons, because I knew that with maths and physics I would have ended up teaching in a middle school or in a high school and that’s not the job I wanted to
do. So I preferred a faculty that would allow me to do a pleasant job within a company.
42
At school, I was very good at chemistry, so I went for chemical engineering. I chose engineering, because
it was a very masculine profession, and I liked the idea of doing something that, back then, had 99% men
doing the job. It was a challenge, but a victorious one, because by the end, my grades were so high that I
was on a scholarship based on merit. So it was very easy for me.
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economic, and political hierarchies. Conceptualizing gender in this way is somewhat different from the related concept of “gender roles”. If gender roles are the patterns through
which gender relations are expressed, our understanding of gender in society cannot be reduced to roles and learned expectations.
By adopting this point of view, we will analyse or rather enucleate the impact of the gendered nature of scientific work (Etzkowitz, Kemelgor and Uzzi 1994) on female scientists’ life
paths. Many scholars have stressed how female scientists have to face a trade-off between
career and private life, unlike men43 (Mason, Goulden 2002; 2004; Xie, Shauman 2003;
Joecks, Pull, Backes-Gellner 2014). This “family penalty” affects women and men differently
(Simard et al. 2008), to the extent that some scholars refer to a “family bonus” for men
(Friedman, Greenhaus 2000).
By considering gender as continuously constituted by daily practices, social relations, in the
home and workplace, individually and collectively (Acker 1990, 1992; Britton 2003; Martin
2003; Pierce 1995; Ridgeway & Smith-Lovin 1999; West & Zimmerman 1987), we would like
to expound on the links between private and public life that penalise women in their scientific careers or in their private lives.
4.2.1 The private life of female professors: choices and constraints
Working in a university requires a competitive attitude, flexible working arrangements, the
setting aside of one's private life and total dedication to work. International research has
confirmed that it is difficult for women scientists to combine work and family life. Becoming
a mother under such circumstances can jeopardize a woman's career prospects (Julkunen,
2004).
Scientific work continues to be organized according to a relatively inflexible academic format, with a persistent “male model” of scientific career as the norm to which women must
conform (Etzkowitz, Ranga 2011). Academic life is a “long hours” culture that makes worklife balance difficult; at the same time, the tenure clock and the biological clock are in opposition to each other, i.e. frontloading of the academic career coinciding with child-bearing
years, which makes it difficult for women to compete (Etzkowitz, Kemelgor and Uzzi, 2000).
Clearly, this is very demanding work in terms of time.
io amo talmente tanto il mio lavoro, che lavoro quasi 11 ore al giorno, altra
cosa che per esempio non tutti si possono permettere! Quindi anche questo è
importante se una donna ha dei limiti di orario per esempio, perchè alle sei
deve essere a casa ..perchè è la normalità..ed è giusto così..ma anche questo
diventa difficile! Perchè comunque ..certi tipi di lavoro non hai il cartellino...non puoi avere il cartellino..cioè capito?! Quando inizio una ricerca o un
43

In Italy, female scientists find it more difficult to combine their scientific careers with childcare than
their male colleagues (72.3%F vs. 58.9%M) (Palermo et al. 2008).
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lavoro scientifico o una cosa del genere, non può essere che alle cinque vengo
via! Se ci devo stare fino alle 8, ci sto fino alle 8! (COD_07; Associate Professor, MED)44.

But we also found a significant difference in terms of perception of time-related obligations
between doctors and engineers. Female professors in medicine, especially those who are
physicians, perceive work-time duties as demanding and pervasive. Female engineers, with
the exception of just a few cases linked to lab work, highlighted the advantage of being able
to organise their own work schedules, not because it means they can work less, but because
it allows them to arrange their own daily schedule:
ma l’università ti da altri benefici ti dà più libertà di tempo, ti gestisci meglio il
lavoro, ti organizzi come vuoi questo non vuol dire che lavori meno a volte la
vori anche il sabato e la domenica ma è un tipo di lavoro diverso (COD_11; Associate Professor, ENG)45.
perché fortunatamente l’università ti permette di prenderti i tuoi tempi rispetto
al privato, se il bambino si ammala rimango a casa oppure do incarico ad una
collega, o rimando o faccio via email. L’università ti dà più flessibilità. Per una
donna che vuole crearsi una famiglia l’università le offre maggiori possibilità
(COD_23; Associate Professor, ENG)46.

Research has found that the ticking biological clock is a contributing reason to the loss of
female scientists in academia. They left the university because they wanted to have children
and were afraid they would be unable to manage the dual burden, or remain childless
(Joecks, Pull, Backes-Gellner 2014). This is another relevant issue: remaining childless or
postponing maternity. A recent international survey, that includes 4,225 scientists and researchers from across the globe, showed that 40% of the women surveyed put off having
children because of their careers, and wanted to wait until they had permanent jobs or better salaries (Dean, Bandows-Koster 2014). In another study, more than twice as many fe-

44

I love my job so much that I work almost 11 hours a day, something else not everyone can do. So this is
also important, if a woman has certain time limits, for example, because she has to be home by 6pm… because it is normal… and that’s ok… but it makes it difficult! Because… certain jobs don’t have a time card…
you can’t have a time card… do you understand?! When I start research or scientific work or something
similar, I can’t leave at 5pm. If I have to stay until 8pm, I will stay until 8.
45
But a university offers other advantages, it offers more freedom of time, you can manage your work better, you can organise yourself the way you want. That doesn’t mean you work less, sometimes you work
Saturdays and Sundays, but the work is different.
46
Because a university, fortunately, allows you to take time for your private life. If my child is ill, I can stay
at home or I can ask a colleague to help out or I can postpone or I can do it via email. A university offers
greater flexibility. A university offers a woman wanting a family greater possibilities.
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male academics (38%) as male academics (18%) indicated that they had had fewer children
than they had wanted (Mason and Goulden 2004).
Among our interviewees, four fifths are mothers, half of these have only one child and the
remainder have two children. All the full professors we interviewed have children. Hence, it
may be surmised that motherhood has not affected career opportunities. However, if we
take a closer look at the situation, then we will see that all is not as it seems.
From a quantitative point of view, by dividing our interviewees into age cohorts, we noticed
that the fertility rates are lower than the average47, but the evidence that emerged from a
qualitative point of view is even more interesting. When examining why and when a woman
chooses to have a family, based on her career, we realised an interesting fact: those who do
not have children are often single, or if they are involved with someone, they do not have
any children because of their dedication to their work.
Per me non c’è divisione tra vita professionale e l‘altra vita in quanto la persona è una, né mi piace il fatto di dire queste sono le mie priorità lavorative e
tutto ciò che riduce questo spazio non è da considerare e risulta una limitazione. Questa visione a me mette un po’ i brividi perché mi fa percepire di essere meno umana, nella vita ci sono delle priorità e non è che la priorità principale deve essere il lavoro per cui se uno ha un certo tipo di situazione familiare quella diventa la priorità o comunque non può essere vissuta come una
cosa limitante (COD_14; Associate Professor, ENG) 48.
allora non è una scelta, non è .. non mi sposo.. e che poi accadono delle cose
nella vita.. eh è andata così..Per certi versi, forse, io penso.. perchè..poi io nasco come.. certo medico, io sono chirurgo, io sono ortopedico e nasco come
chirurgo. E qui c’è tutto il discorso uomo/donna, perché.. sì, però è diverso.
Ora io ho tre specialità: una ortopedia per la prima, fisiatria che si faceva un
po’ tutti al quel tempo. Io sono associato in fisiatria, medicina fisica riabilitativa e poi vabbè idrologia medica. Io ecco.. la cosa che posso dire, allora intanto io vedo molta mentalità cambiata rispetto ai miei tempi, cioè le donne
volevano raggiungere, insomma … certo almeno io..ci siamo conquistate certe.. Ora, invece non perché io rifiuti la famiglia, anzi, io sono una che ha sempre detto che se avesse avuto figli avrebbe rinunciato al lavoro. Però vedo che
47

This number should be read with caution, given that our target population is small. Indeed, in some
cases, the mean age per cohort is the sum of just two or three people.
48
For me, there is no division between professional life and your other life, in that a person is one. I also
don’t like saying that these are my work priorities and that everything that reduces that space is not to be
considered and could even be seen as a limitation. This vision makes me shudder, because it makes me feel
less human. In life, there are priorities and it’s not that work has to be your top priority, so if you have a
specific type of family set-up then that becomes your priority or it shouldn’t, at least, be seen as a limitation.
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la famiglia.. Eh… fare il chirurgo però è pesante secondo me (COD_20; Associate Professor, MED) 49.

We noticed that, in some cases, even those who have had children said they did not have a
great yearning to become a mother. Is it possible that the socialization process cited above
fostered in these women a vocation for science and that, in some way, they rejected the
classic female role? Probably not, but we have no evidence to prove or counter such a theory.
In some cases, motherhood was programmed, depending on the woman’s career. In others,
motherhood actually proved to be advantageous for their careers.
Indeed, we have a full professor who expected to complete her PhD before having children
(COD_25; Full Professor, ENG), and examples of women whose first child was born immediately after securing a permanent position (in some cases, even the birth of the second child
came after making progress in their careers).
praticamente contemporaneamente … nell’80 ci fu un giudizio d’idoneità in
cui tutti i precari passavano a ricercatori e nell’81 nacque mia figlia. Poi mi
separai nell’87 e mi misi con un altro collega questa volta d’informatica, con
cui ebbi una figlia nel 89 e nel 93 mi risposai (COD_05; Full Professor, ENG) 50.
La vita lavorativa ha condizionato la famiglia e la famiglia ha condizionato la
vita lavorativa … avrei volute un altro figlio ma … per lavoro (COD_01; Associate Professor, ENG)51.
E quindi nel 2001 fui strutturata come universitaria; nel 2003 nel frattempo
fui chiamata in facoltà come professore associato… dove però presi effettivamente servizio il 1 gennaio 2005… che non presi servizio perché all’epoca

49

So, it’s not a choice, it’s not… I’m not getting married… and that things then happen in life… and that’s
the way things go… in some way, maybe, I think… because… I was born… yes, a doctor, I am a surgeon, I
am an orthopaedist and I was born a doctor. And there you have the whole man/woman debate, because… yes, but it’s different. I am specialised in 3 things: firstly, orthopaedics, and physiatry, which we all
did back then. I am an associate professor in physiatry, physical medicine and rehabilitation and health resort medicine. I… what I can say is that, firstly, the mentality of today is very different… at least I… we conquered certain things… now, but not because I am against the family, on the contrary, I had always said
that if I have children I will stop working. But I see that a family…well… being a surgeon is tough, in my
opinion.
50
Practically at the same time… in 1980, there was a selection based on eligibility and all temporary staff
became researchers, and in 1981 my daughter was born. I separated from my husband in 1987, and got
together with another colleague of mine, this time from IT, with whom I had a daughter in 1989 and in
1993, I remarried (Editor’s Note: the interviewee became a full professor in 1987).
51
Work life conditioned family life and family life conditioned work life… I would have liked to have had
another child, but… because of work…
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ero in maternità… quindi presi servizio di fatto a Maggio 2005 (COD_13; Associate Professor, MED)52.
… sono stata assunta nell’agosto del 2001 … (…) le mie bambine sono nate
nel 2004 e nel 2008 .. (COD_16; Associate Professor, MED)53.
…Il grosso, il grosso problema è la maternità, è la maternità! perché bene o
male, ora forse meno, ma quando io le ho avute, la prima l’ho avuta 24 anni
fa… quindi nel 91 (…) Ero appena diventata da poco ricercatore (COD_03; Associate Professor, MED)54.

Motherhood can prevent a scientific career from developing. Usually, the most difficult
years in terms of work-life balance are spent outside of academia (COD_06, Full Professor,
MED; COD_09; Associate Professor, ENG)
Per fortuna io lo avevo già .. un figlio, perché questa determinazione, dopo la
laurea ..nella carriera porta a posticipare la maternità e magari poi … ma io
per fortuna ce l’avevo già un figlio (COD_06, Full Professor, MED)55.

Our research has also identified a link between fixed-term positions and not having children,
which clearly proves the disconnection between tenure track and motherhood. It is no coincidence that those who have enjoyed a long university career, do not have children
(COD_11, Associate Professor ENG; COD_14, Associate Professor ENG; COD_19, Associate
Professor, MED).
Family duties represent a challenge to female faculty members (Aisenberg and Harrington,
1988; Riger et al., 1997).
Further research has highlighted time pressure and quality of life as aspects of work-life that
force more women than men to leave their positions (Barnes et al. 1998). This experience is
very similar to that of one of our interviewees. Many of them, especially the doctors, have
told us of the lifestyle choices of some of their colleagues.
Come fa a conciliare queste tre attività? L’attività assistenziale, l’attività accademica, l’attività di ricerca e la famiglia? Ma parlando solo di lavoro…contro un lavoro che può essere una libera professione.. che uno se la or52

So in 2001, I started my open-ended research at the university. In 2003, I became an associate professor… I was supposed to start on 1 January 2005… but I couldn’t, because I was on maternity leave… so I
actually started in May 2005.
53
I was hired in August 2001. (…) my girls were born in 2004 and in 2008…
54
The big, huge problem is maternity leave, it’s maternity leave! Because, for better or worse, perhaps
now better, but when I went on leave, and the first time I went on maternity leave I was 24, so in 1991 (…)
I had just become a researcher.
55
Thankfully, I already had one… a child, because determination, after graduating… in your career makes
you postpone motherhood and then maybe… but luckily, I already had a child.
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ganizza come vuole, che uno appunto gestisce in base alle necessità familiari.. quindi… Probabilmente io ho diverse persone amiche che a volte… Mi viene in mente una carissima amica che lavorava al CNR ha avuto tante e tali
pressioni.. che ora fa la libera professione. E’ venuta via! Quindi tante persone non ce la fanno! Non ce la fai! Perché il carico è molto pesante. . (COD_03;
Associate Professor, MED) 56.

If you become a mother, you need a secret weapon: grandparents! They need to live close
by and be available. All our interviewees cited this resource as being crucial for their worklife balance. Grandparents are essential. Public services are also considered useful and have
been used, in some cases; partners can be cooperative, helping when they can and when
they are asked (“il marito mi ha aiutato... quando poteva” (COD_01, Associate Professor,
MED)57, but in daily management, especially with small everyday emergencies, the help and
constant presence of grandparents makes all the difference. It allows these women to quickly resume their research and respect their work commitments.
io fui supportata molto dalla mia mamma che però morì quando la mia piccola ebbe un anno e fui molto aiutata anche da entrambe le suocere, per cui
siamo riusciti abbastanza ad ammortizzare. Quindi c’è stato un rallentamento che però non è stato incisivo, ho avuto aiuti esterni asili ma è stato fondamentale l’aiuto familiare, se non avessi avuto la mia mamma e poi le suocere
sarebbe stata dura (COD_05, Full Professor, ENG) 58.
Sì i miei qui e quindi mia mamma mi ha aiutato, anche se quando la bimba
era piccola avevo una baby sitter ma non mi fidavo molto. Sono rientrata a
lavoro un mese dopo il parto e lasciavo la bimba a mia mamma con la baby
sitter e poi l’ho mandata ad un anno al nido (COD_21, Full Professor, ENG) 59.

56

So how do you reconcile these three things: healthcare, academia, research, and family life? But if we
only talk about work… a job like freelancing… work that you organise as you please, that you manage
based on family needs… so… I probably have a number of friends who at times… A dear friend of mine
comes to mind, she worked at the National Research Centre, she was under so much pressure from all directions… she now works as a freelancer! She left! So a lot of people cannot cope! You just can’t cope! Because the load is too heavy…
57
(…) my husband helped… when he could.
58
My mom was a big help, but she died when my little girl turned 1, but I also got a lot of help from both
my mothers-in-law, so we were able to cushion the blow. So things slowed down, but the impact was not
decisive. I had external help too, day care, but family support was fundamental. If I hadn’t had my mother
and then my mothers-in-law, it would have been tough.
59
Yes, my parents, my mom helped me out, although when my little girl was young I had a babysitter, but I
didn’t trust her a lot. I went back to work a month after giving birth and I would leave my daughter with
the babysitter at my mom’s, and then when she turned 1, I sent her to crèche.
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I Santi nonni… le baby sitter ogni tanto, perché ovviamente bisognava affidarci anche a loro…però sempre molto poco ecco! Siamo stati fortunati ecco!
ad avere questo punto di appoggio valido (COD_03; Associate Professor,
MED)60.
però mio figlio non mi ha assolutamente ostacolato nella carriera, perché la
sua nonna paterna, cioè una veramente deliziosa (…) tutte le mie amiche me
l’hanno sempre invidiata!... Veramente una donna molto buona e molto disponibile, aveva un figlio solo…si è dedicata full time perché non lavorava. Oltretutto ha sempre avuto un’alta considerazione per il mio lavoro (…) Quindi
io ho continuato a studiare come prima, forse sarebbe stato un problema se
io non avessi potuto mantenere i miei standard a causa della famiglia... invece li ho mantenuti interamente (COD_06, Full Professor, MED) 61.
mia mamma, che mi ha aiutato tanto anche qui in quanto veniva spesso da
me anche se ho un fratello ma all’epoca lui non aveva tanto bisogno. Quindi
lei veniva spesso soprattutto nei primi anni di mio figlio che sono stati problematici perché si ammalava spesso, io decisi di metterlo al nido presto perché non mi piaceva e mi faceva un po’ paura l’idea che ci fosse una donna che
prende il bimbo e lo tiene dalla mattina alla sera senza un controllo e poi il
nido mi sembrava una socializzazione completa e importante. Ma lui non si
trovò subito bene forse perché lo inserii troppo tardi intorno agli undici mesi
però alla fine il bimbo si adeguo abbastanza anche se si ammalava ogni settimana. E quindi quegli anni sono stati difficili e per fortuna che ho avuto mia
mamma e mia suocera che veniva ogni settimana (COD_08, Associate Professor, MED) 62.

60

The holy grandparents… every now and again, a babysitter, because of course we also needed babysitters… but not a lot! We were really lucky to have such a great support system!
61
But my son did not hinder my career, because his paternal grandmother, a truly delightful (…) all my
friends were envious (…) such a kind and helpful woman, she only had the one son… she dedicated herself
fully to her grandchild, because she didn’t work. She also had a high regard for my work (…). So, I continued to study as before. It might have been a problem if I hadn’t been able to keep up my standards because of my family… instead, I managed to maintain them.
62
My mom, who helped me a lot here too, because she would come often, even though I have a brother,
but back then he didn’t need as much help. So she would come often, especially in the first few years of my
child’s life, which were problematic because he was often ill. I decided to take him to crèche early on, because I didn’t like the idea of having a woman who would look after him from morning till night without
anyone to watch her, the idea scared me. Crèche seemed like a complete and important form of socialisation for my child. But at first he didn’t fit in well, maybe because he was already 11 months. But in the end,
he adapted quite well, even if he was ill every week. So those were difficult years and luckily, I had my
mother and my mother-in-law who came every week.
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Quanto alla maternità. E qui bisogna alzare, sollevare un pietoso velo
dell’atteggiamento maschile nei confronti del lavoro femminile e della maternità. Gli uomini, per lo meno, quelli che ho conosciuto io non aiutano, non
aiutano! quindi andrebbero un pochino educati dall’infanzia…(COD_03, Associate Professor, MED)63.

A husband/partner does not usually offer any support in the everyday life of his working
wife/partner; nevertheless, we have determined that in many cases, the decision to have a
family has a significant impact on their careers too. For example, when asked if her
hsubands had helped her, one of the interviewees replied:
Sì, sennò non li avrei sposati… sono stati presenti anche loro e mi hanno supportato infatti anche loro hanno avuto dei piccoli rallentamenti di carriera..
(COD_05, Full Professor, ENG)64.

Despite this, the same interviewee stated that she received the most help from her mother
and her mother-in-law (see p. 51). The disadvantages for men do not stem from the conflict
between professional and private life, meaning that family responsibilities do not jeopardise
the professional engagements and career options of a man. Instead, for the male partners
of our interviewees, the problem is related to the need to "lay down roots ". This conflicts
with career opportunities that include travelling, so frequently, they are forced to limit their
professional prospects.
ora come ora la Xxxxxx [dice il nome dell’Azienda per cui lavora il marito] la
situazione è piuttosto bloccata però quelle sono condizioni un pò no che al
contorno si trova a vivere in quel momento non è che.. è difficile fare scelte su
questi tipi di situazioni..cioè se uno ora vuole fare carriera uno ora deve andare all'estero per cui sono un pò diverse le scelte però lui ha deciso.. lui in realtà.... (…) in più c'era il fatto logistico .. che era pesante ..poi io sono stata assunta qui.. lui si è fatto male ad un tendine del ginocchio per cui è rimasto a
Pisa un' po’ di tempo e poi è stato con il bambino un pò di tempo e ricominciare dopo a rifare il pendolare è stata dura (…) che il mio essere stata a Pisa
e che l' abbia vincolato a stare a Pisa sicuramente è vero però.. (COD_17, Associate Professor, ENG) 65.

63

As for motherhood… we need to reveal the pitiful male attitude towards female work and motherhood.
Men, at least the ones I know, don’t help, they don’t help! They should be educated from childhood…
64
Yes, otherwise I wouldn’t have married them… they too were present and they supported me; actually,
they also had some setbacks to their careers...
65
As things stand, with XXX (the name of the company where her husband works) things are stuck, the
conditions he is experiencing are a no no… it’s difficult to choose in situations like these… if you want a career these days, you have to go abroad, so your decisions are a little different, but he has made his choice…
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Io ho fatto il dottorato in Francia che avevo venticinque anni e li ho conosciuto mio marito che faceva anche lui il dottorato lì e lui è francese, ci siamo
messi insieme e vivevamo separatamente. Dopo un paio d’anni che stavamo
insieme abbiamo deciso di convivere e abbiamo preso casa lì e quando ho finito il dottorato ho avuto l’occasione di avere un posto da ricercatore qui (…)
ha avuto dei problemi. Ora lui fa il libero professionista, lui è un matematico.
Però è stata una sua scelta di seguirmi. (COD_21, Full Professor, ENG) 66.
Il marito? … Assolutamente, fondamentale! (…) un elemento che
...importante per la mia carriera è stata l'America , io ero sposata ed avevo
già una bambina e quando gli ho fatto questa proposta lui ha mollato tutto
ed è venuto via con me, quindi una donna che avesse un marito anche lui in
carriera sarebbe molto complicato, mio marito decise ad un certo punto che
ero io diciamo quella in carriera ed ha deciso.. (COD_07, Associate Professor,
MED) 67.
scelta iniziale è stata questa ad esempio … che siccome quando io mi sono
sposata avevo già la posizione come ricercatrice, lui invece si è laureato successivamente, … aveva un lavoro per potersi … così .. mantenere … ma dopo
la laurea (...) avrebbe avuto delle opportunità nell’ambito della sua specializzazione in Piemonte, ma lui ha rinunciato … lui ha rinunciato e devo dire che è
stato diversi anni senza lavoro, cioè con .. dei … contratti (COD_15, Full Professor, MED)68.

in truth, he (…) then there was the whole logistic issue… which was tough… I was then hired here… he injured a tendon in his knee so he had to stay in Pisa for a while, he then stayed home with our son, and
when he went back to commuting, it was difficult (…) but it is definitely true that he was forced to stay in
Pisa because I was here (…)
66
I did my PhD in France when I was 25 and I met my husband there who was also doing his PhD. He is
French. We started dating, but we were living apart. After dating for a few years, we decided to move in
together. So we moved in together in France and when I finished my PhD, I was offered a position of researcher here in Pisa (…) he had some problems. He now freelances, he is a mathematician. But it was a
choice to follow me.
67
My husband? Absolutely essential! An element that… America was important for my career… I was married and I already had a daughter and when I suggested we go, he dropped everything for me and came
with me. So a woman with a career husband would be very complicated. At some point, my husband decided that I was the one with a career and he decided…
68
The initial choice was this, for example… that since I was already a researcher when we got married, and
he graduated later… he had a job to… support himself… but after graduating (…) he had some opportunities in his field in the region of Piedmont, but he turned them down… he turned them down and I have to
admit, he was without a job for years, well… he was on contracts.
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4.2.2 Women’s perceptions about their careers
When describing their career paths, our interviewees frequently used adjectives related to
luck, fortune, fate, propitious circumstances, without mentioning merit. When talking about
how their academic careers started, they emphasised the role their professors played, rather than fortuitous circumstances. None of them said: "… because I deserved it". Only in
one case, did a female professor talk about securing a permanent position and the concept
of objective selection but, to our surprise, she focused on the "randomness" of the situation.
è un po’ particolare la mia carriera nel senso che il posto da ricercatrice non
lo ho avuto nel gruppo dove ho fatto il dottorato perché nel frattempo il mio
capo vinse un posto – all’epoca lui era ricercatore e diventò associato ma
all’università di Chieti – quindi si trasferì .. e quasi contemporaneamente uscì
un posto da ricercatore in biologia molecolare, che è poi la mia disciplina a
Pisa con il prof. Xxxx [n.d.r. pronuncia il nome di un Professore della stessa
area disciplinare attualmente in pensione] che non aveva allievi, era una situazione un po’ particolare .. per cui fece una selezione credo oggettiva .. nel
senso che non avevamo avuto interazioni precedenti … Una specie di colpo di
fortuna per me .. (COD_19, Associate Professor, MED)69.

Almost all of the interviewees pursued their careers in the same institution (the University
of Pisa). There were very few exceptions (one of the interviewees did her PhD abroad; another transferred to another University for one year, a decision that proved instrumental in
her advancement from Grade C to Grade B). Our interviewees, particularly from the fields of
biology and medicine, emphasized the advantages of staying at the same university, especially in terms of building their own research groups. The interviewees from engineering, on
the other hand, pointed out the opportunities that come with working in national and international networks. Of course, thanks to technology, academics can also work from their
“home base”, and all the interviewees agreed that permanence is essential when building a
family (not so much in terms of schooling, but rather to ensure the availability of informal
support systems, such as grandparents – as discussed above).

69

My career is quite unique, in that I did not get the position of researcher in the group in which I had done
my PhD, because my superior won a post – he was a researcher at the time, he then became an Associate
Professor, but at the University of Chieti, so he moved – and almost at the same time, a researcher position
in molecular biology, which is my profession, opened up at the University of Pisa with Prof. XXX (name of
professor given, he is now retired). He had no students, it was a unique situation… so I think I made an objective decision…we had had no previous interaction… I was really lucky.
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Mobility is also an issue in Italy, even if different compared to other realities (e.g. U.S.A70).
The fewer prospects of mobility are a crucial factor for women’s careers. Waddoups and Assane (1993) suggest that, given current high levels of job segregation within traditionally
male professions, women and men in the professions tend to be stratified by disparate
placement across jobs with different mobility structures and opportunities, where women
are more likely than men to be initially hired into secondary jobs within professions. In
much of this research, sex differences in mobility are assumed to result primarily from
women’s over-representation in jobs that have fewer prospects of mobility for both women
and men in such positions (McBrier 2003).
We have already emphasised the close connection between career and private life, and the
fact that women wait to have children until they have secured a permanent position. We
have also introduced an opposing issue, i.e. the effect of motherhood on a woman’s career.
It is, as we will see from our analysis, an indirect effect, due to the reduction in working
hours because of childcare duties. In other cases, the dynamics of exclusion are more underhanded.
Io ho avuto un momento non positivo all’inizio della carriera da parte di colleghe femmine, che ho superato ma all’inizio sono stata accolta molto bene
dal mondo maschile e mal accolta dal mondo femminile (…) mi vedevano come una rivale, e chi mi vedeva cosi poi è riuscita a fare carriera e non mi hanno visto più così (COD_23, Associate Professor, ENG)71.
e questa ecco è una cosa che mi colpì tantissimo io dovetti recuperare tutti i
turni di guardia che non avevo fatto nei mesi di gravidanza, cioè veramente
mi fu quasi colpevolizzata del fatto che ero stata assente questi cinque mesi
(COD_07, Associate Professor, MED)72.
cioè, voglio dire… se uno si dedica anima e corpo, può anche essere che nonostante sia donna possa arrivare… ma, la vedo comunque molto dura… e non
perché le donne non siano collaborative, intelligenti, capaci di esprimersi… c’è

70

In the US, academics in the higher ranks are expected to move from one academic site to another to
secure maximum potential advancement. This choice is socially less available to women than to men (Etzkowitz et al. 1994).
71
I didn’t have a very positive start to my career with my female colleagues. I overcame it, but in the beginning I was warmly welcomed by my male colleagues, and not at all by my female colleagues (…) they
saw me as a rival, and those that saw me as a rival who managed to make a career for themselves
stopped seeing me as such.
72
And that’s something that really struck me, that I had to make up all the shifts I had missed while on
maternity leave. I was basically made to feel guilty for being absent for five months.
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proprio un retaggio… culturale… che secondo me va eliminato. (COD_13, Associate Professor, MED)73.
Quando ho detto sono rimasta ma in realtà sono voluta rimanere incita perché avevo 33 anni, l’ho comunicato qui e questo ha creato dei problemi (..)
Apertamente perché ero l’unica persona giovane che stava portando avanti il
laboratorio e capisco i miei superiori che venendo a mancare io per qualche
mese qui un pochino nel laboratorio le cose si fermavano e un pochino anche
nella didattica, perché io all’epoca stavo seguendo delle esercitazioni (…) vidi
che non era gradita questa cosa soprattutto perché all’epoca uno dei miei
colleghi di grado superiore doveva in quel periodo passare ad ordinario e
aveva bisogno di un maggior numero di pubblicazioni e la cosa non fu accettata (COD_24, Associate Professor, MED)74.

These extracts point out how women have been relegated to the lower grades: “women
were utilized as research associates or sidelined into fields that were low in status and lacking in resources” (Etzkowitz, Ranga 2011; p.134). What is more, pregnancy is perceived as a
betrayal of the fiduciary relationship.
It is no coincidence that we have cited a greater number of interviews from medicine, as the
problem is greater in this field than in engineering (this analysis is perfectly in line with the
results of the glass ceiling index; see. Par. 3). It is a pervasive perception that arises when a
woman falls pregnant, but which also cuts across a woman’s entire professional life.
Mi sono vista superata da colleghi maschi coetanei, che insomma con i quali
secondo me si sarebbe potuto discutere chi doveva arrivare prima e chi dopo,
però le cose sono andate così, non so eh ... se era una questione di sesso o se
era una questione che comunque ... determinati percorsi dovevano essere
fatti prima da certe persone piuttosto che da altre, io questo non lo so dire se
era una questione di sesso o meno ... (COD_07, Associate Professor, MED)75.

73

In other words… if you dedicate yourself heart and soul to something, then even if you are a woman you
may very well succeed… but I still think it’s difficult… not because women are not collaborative, intelligent,
eloquent… there’s this legacy… a cultural legacy… that in my opinion, needs to be eliminated.
74
When I said I was, when in actual fact I wanted to fall pregnant because I was 33, I informed them and it
caused problems (…) because I was the only young person running the lab and I understood my superiors,
if I were gone for a few months, then things in the lab would come to a halt, and also in the field of teaching, because at the time I was following a number of practicals (…) I saw that this thing was not appreciated, especially because back then one of my colleagues, who was a grade higher than me, was due to become a full professor and he needed to publish more and so it wasn’t accepted.
75
I sat back and watched my male colleagues beat me, colleagues with whom, in my opinion, I would have
liked to have talked about who should move up the ranks faster, but things didn’t go that way, I don’t
know… if it was an issue of gender or if… certain paths had to be taken first by certain people instead of
others, I can’t say if it was an issue of gender or otherwise…
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Uno ostacolo è stato quando sono andata a Xxxxx [n.d.r. fa riferimento ad
un’altra sede universitaria in cui ha passato un anno della propria carriera] io
ci rimasi un po’ male perché fu chiamato un collega maschio più giovane per
il mio posto, e per un po’ pensai che non sarei riuscita a diventare associato e
rimanere ricercatrice perché avevo avuto da poco mia figlia. Quindi questo fu
il motivo poi del mio spostamento ad ingegneria che poi non è andata cosi
male (COD_05, Full Professor, ENG)76.

Female careers seem to encounter many obstacles; they are also less linear. Almost all the
obstacles a woman has to face are the result of a male-dominant working environment, but
when there are many opportunities and resources this does not pose such a huge problem.

Female researchers could expect to have to wait for a short time, about one year, and then
receive the promotion they deserve. But in times of crisis (this perception is true for all interviewees), when resources are scarce, these dynamics can hinder a woman's career forever or at least encourage the loss of female talent at university level. This is more of a problem for female doctors than for engineers. Frequently, female professors in medicine have
not pursued a traditional academic career: in one case, one of our interviewees came from
the private sector and then became an Associate Professor; in another four cases, the first
step of their careers was a technical position from which they then entered a position at
Grade B (through an open competition). It is an option that continues to be proposed to
young women in the early stages of their career, especially because it is now possible to go
from technician to professor (thanks to a recently introduced norm).
It is a problem that is closely related to the feminization of the field. In feminized environments, however:
Non mi sono mai sentita discriminata, non mi sono mai sentita ne caricata
troppo, ne trattata ingiustamente, e ho avuto un maestro che non ha mai...
che aspettava il risultato, quindi poi se il risultato arrivava lavorando di notte
quando i figli erano piccoli, o lavorando tredici ore al giorno. Non mi ha mai,
mai, detto, ad esempio quando ero incinta, “e adesso come facciamo?”, né io
mi sono posta questo problema. E così è stato. Da parte dei miei colleghi, noi
siamo prevalentemente donne, diciamo almeno 2/3, ma non ho mai avuto
nessun problema da parte di uomini o donne. L’atmosfera qui a reumatologia
è sempre stata molto serena (COD_16, Associate Professor, MED)77.

76

An obstacle was when I went to XXX (Editor’s note: the interviewee refers to another university department where she spent a year of her career). I was upset, because a younger male colleague was offered
my position. For a while, I didn’t think I would become an associate, that I would stay a researcher because
I had just had my daughter. That is why I moved to engineering, which didn’t work out too badly.
77
I never felt I was discriminated against, I never felt I was overloaded with work, i never felt I was treated
unfairly, and I had a professor who never… who waited to see results, so if the results came late at night
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The under-representation of women and a women-unfriendly environment also have a negative effect on how women relate to each other. In an environment dominated by male
rules, women try to cope by resorting to individual solutions, and sometimes through solidarity. However, in the absence of a system that recognizes and rewards these situations,
there are some cruel forces that undermine and destroy these relationships, without the
people directly involved even being aware of the true causes underlying such tension.
Però nella didattica fu sostituita dall’unica mia collega, perché era un ambiente maschile ed io e lei eravamo le uniche donne (…) anche lei si occupava
di anatomia microscopica e quindi mi disse che si sarebbe occupata di queste
esercitazioni. (…) Poi io con questa persona avevo un bel rapporto e non mi
aspettavo questa reazione, ci rimasi male e ebbi una fase di delusione. Io feci
tutta la gravidanza qui fino al settimo mese, abitavo a Livorno e facevo su e
giù in auto non ebbi gravi problemi fu una gravidanza tranquilla però quando
dal settimo mese iniziai a stare a casa incomincia a guardarmi intorno e a
cercarmi quasi quasi un altro lavoro perché rimasi molto delusa del rapporto
con questa persona (COD_24, Associate Professor, MED)78.

Before continuing with the analysis of the career paths of our interviewees at meso and
macro level, we feel it is useful to reflect on the observations we received from two women
(who do not have children) about the compatibility between motherhood and work commitments:
io avrò un dottorando tra pochi mesi ed è un ragazzo, perché come tutti si fa
in laboratorio, anche noi donne abbiamo pregiudizi, perché un ragazzo non
rimane incinta, non ha il bimbo malato quando è nato, sicuramente ci puoi
fare più affidamento su un maschio (COD_04, Associate Professor, MED)79.

when the children were small or after working 13 hours a day. For example, he never, ever said when I was
pregnant, “what are we going to do now?”, and I never even bothered with such problems. That’s how it
was. On the part of my colleagues, most of us are women, let’s say that at least 2/3, well, I have never had
any problems with men or women. The environment here in Rheumatology has always been very calm.
78
But my teaching courses would be taken over by my only female colleague, because it was a male environment and she and I were the only women (…) She also worked in microscopic anatomy, so the told me
she would handle my pracs (…). I had a good rapport with her, and I wasn’t expecting such a reaction. It
upset me and I was disappointed for a while. I worked until my 7th month, I was living in Leghorn and I
was travelling back and forth by car. I didn’t have any serious problems, it was an easy pregnancy. But
when I went on leave in my 7th month, I started looking around, I almost started looking for another job,
because I was hugely disappointed by my relationship with this person.
79
In a few months, I will be getting a PhD student and he is a guy, because we all do that in our labs, we
women are also prejudiced, because a guy doesn’t fall pregnant, he doesn’t have a sick newborn, you can
certainly rely more on a male.
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è una questione di tempo ma non solo ... di attenzione, di concentrazione. Io
questo lo noto con le ragazze che ho avuto … diventate mamme nel tempo ...
e non è che ... io l’ho sempre aiutate, non ho mai avuto un atteggiamento
penalizzante, però mi rendo conto che diventano meno produttive ma nel
senso che sono più distratte ... magari hanno sonno semplicemente, perché
non dormono la notte, ci sono difficoltà oggettive che in un qualche modo le
penalizzano ... (COD_19, Associate Professor, MED)80.

It is a common prejudice... it may be a veiled prejudice nowadays, and include certain exceptions, even among women who have had children:
Condiziona enormemente. Io ho avuto tante allieve anche brave, intelligenti,
che a un certo punto l’ho viste dileguarsi…eh ai compleanni… Ora io devo dire
la verità la ricercatrice che lavora più direttamente con me che ha avuto due
figli ed era molto stimolata a farli, è riuscita lo stesso a pubblicare ugualmente ... Però mai che io in qualche modo l’abbia dissuasa anzi l’ho stimolata io!
... Perché è la cosa più importante nella vita di una donna la maternità quindi
... Certo, però in qualche modo riduce le potenzialità di una persona, c’è poco
da fare! Perché hai poco tempo... che viene tolto (COD_06, Full Professor,
MED)81.

These observations prove that, unfortunately, women are called upon to choose between
career and family, unless they have certain conditions working in their favour, with which,
however, the individual’s willingness and abilities have nothing to do. Men, on the other
hand, do not need to choose, they can have both. Indeed, as already stated, men with families are frequently at an advantage (the so-called “family bonus”; Friedman, Greenhaus
2000). The survey we conducted last year (see D.1.3) revealed the disadvantages (for women) and the benefits (for men) in daily management82.
80

It’s a matter of time, but not only… of attention, of concentration. I see this in the girls I have had… who
went on to become mothers… and it’s not that… I always helped them, I never penalised them, but I realise
they become less productive, in the sense that they are more distracted… perhaps they’re just tired, because they’re not getting any sleep at night, there are objective difficulties that in some way penalise
them…
81
It really does have an impact. I have had a lot of female students, who were smart and bright, but who
suddenly vanished… like when their children had a birthday… I have to be honest and say that the researcher who works directly with me and has children, was very motivated to have them, and she still
managed to publish… But I never tried to dissuade her, on the contrary, I motivated her! Because motherhood is one of the most important things for a woman, so… Of course, in some way, it reduces the potential of a person, that can’t be avoided. Because you have so little time… which is then taken away from
you.
82
Our analysis has highlighted the subordinate status of the wife/partner of a male university professor.
Thanks to her role, because she looks after the children, because she performs the most time-consuming
duties, the male professor can dedicate himself fully to his profession, as would be expected of a scientist,
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..certe carriere sono veramente impegnative! Sono impegnative fisicamente!
E quindi poi probabilmente la donna decide di fare una scelta e dice: “Ma
perché mi devo giocare tutto?”, eh infatti, credo non mi vorrei sbagliare, che
poi in altri settori, tante donne che hanno fatto carriera poi hanno sacrificato
la famiglia… mentre per un uomo è facile portare avanti sia una famiglia che
una carriera perché c'ha la moglie, per una donna portare avanti una famiglia e una carriera se soprattutto non solo non ha una moglie perché non ce
l'ha può avere, ma non c'ha una mamma o una suocera qualcuno che in qualche modo gli può dare una mano e diventa complicato, e quindi quando sei di
fronte alla scelta, secondo me la donna sceglie la famiglia ..credo eh!
(COD_07, Associate Professor, MED)83.

What is interesting is the central role women continue to assign to human relationships.
When we asked them to rate their centrality within the department and within their field at
national and international level, they stressed the human aspect of relationships, which is
often more important than scientific appreciation.
Ottime! [n.d.r. valutazione espressa in riposta alla seguente domanda: “Come
sente il suo livello di integrazione nelle dinamiche di dipartimento?”] E' perfetto, intanto perché conoscevo molti dei miei colleghi da quando ero studentessa, ho continuato ad avere rapporti con loro negli anni in cui facevo un altro lavoro, molti di loro sono miei amici ed è stato possibile anche uno scambio culturale significativo con alcuni di loro perché avevo allargato le mie prospettive e forse dimenticato anche alcune cose che invece era caratteristiche
del lavoro che svolgevano qui, quindi l'integrazione tra loro e me è stata produttiva dal punto di vista scientifico (COD_22, Associate Professor, MED)84.

without having to make significant sacrifices in his personal life. The woman takes on the role of housemaid, of supporter, and even women scientists are unable to free themselves of this role. We have seen
how they take on the more time-consuming duties, both in terms of domestic chores and childcare. As a
result, and given the rigidity of home life, family commitments begin to compete with work (D.1.3).
83
Some careers are very demanding! They are physically demanding! And then a woman has to make a
choice and says: “Why do I have to risk everything?”. Yes, I think, without wanting to say something
wrong, that in other sectors, a lot of career women had to give up having a family… whereas for a man,
it’s easy to have a career and a family life, because he has a wife. For a woman, having both a career and
a family, especially if she does not have a wife, because she can’t have one, but she also doesn’t have a
mother or a mother-in-law, someone who can help out, then it all gets complicated. So, when facing the
decision, I think women choose to have a family… I think!
84
Excellent (Editor’s note: answer to the question: “How would you deem your level of integration in the
department?”). It’s perfect. Firstly, because I knew a lot of my colleagues from when I was a student. I continued to see them in the years I was doing another job, many of them are my friends and I even engaged
in an important cultural exchange with some of them, because I had broadened my prospects and also
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Per quanto riguarda la qualità se devo fare un confronto tra l’ambiente di
quando sono entrata quasi diciassette anni fa con quello di oggi è negativo si
sono persi quei rapporti umani che prima erano evidenti. Una volta ad esempio si organizzavano cene insieme negli scantinati ed erano momenti di aggregazione importanti ora non ci si vede neanche alla macchinetta del caffè
per fare due chiacchere, molti docenti hanno la macchina del caffè in ufficio.
Non c’è più questa voglia di prendere un caffè insieme, questo perché cambiano le persone e perché non viene più coltivato l’ambiente; l’università è
cambiata a monte la coperta è troppo corta e questo fa sì che si innesca una
guerra fra poveri che rende l’ambiente torbido e difficile i rapporti tra le persone. Quindi è vero che il clima è cambiato e la competizione è tangibile ma
c’è anche una responsabilità della persona, la sua educazione e la visione del
lavoro che uno ha (COD_14, Associate Professor, ENG)85.

By combining the interviewees’ perceptions of their inclusion and integration and of human
relationships, we can say that we have a number of positive assessments. Indeed, when
asked to assess their integration, most interviewees gave a score of more than 7. However,
there are some exceptions:
Se devo dare un voto [n.d.r. al clima in Dipartimento] è 4/5 (COD_08, Full Professor, MED)86.
Ora, nel nostro dipartimento ci sono anche molti settori di discipline di base e
io devo dire che non mi sento estranea alle attività del dipartimento … è chiaro che l’identificazione piena non c’è lì … proprio per il tipo di settore scientifi-

forgotten some of the characteristics of the work they were doing here. So my integration was productive
from a scientific point of view.
85
As for quality, if I have to compare the environment when I started working here 17 years ago and that
of today, it’s negative, the human relationships that were so evident in the past have been lost. For example, once upon a time, we would organise dinners in the basement and they were important moments in
which we came together. Nowadays, we don’t even meet at the coffee machine for a chat, a lot of colleagues have a coffee maker in their offices. People aren’t’ interested in grabbing a cup of coffee together,
because people change and because this kind of working environment is no longer fostered. University life
has changed, not everyone is included and this leads to war, which means the environment is difficult and
relationships are tumultuous. So, it’s true, the environment has changed and competition is tangible, but
people should also take responsibility, for their education and the vision they have of their work.
86
If I have to give a score (Editor’s note: to the environment reigning in the department), I would give a
4/5.
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co-disciplinare di cui mi occupo … se dovessi dare un voto mi sembra che … un
sette … potrebbe essere ragionevole (COD_02, Associate Professor, MED)87.
Non me lo do molto alto... No, no emarginata no... però io dico la verità non
entro volentieri in certi... giri ... (COD_20, Associate Professor, MED)88.

The last interviewee introduces a topic that is well known in international literature, i.e. the
ability to be part of the power network. In this case, however, the problem is not related to
the scientific network, which is important in international literature (Bernard, 1964; Zuckerman, Cole and Breuer 1991), but rather to membership of the “old boys’ network systems” of cooptation (OECD 2006), which are crucial for academic careers.
nella mia disciplina io penso di essere riconosciuta con diversi ruoli anche in
Europa (COD_21, Full Professor, ENG)89.
… a livello nazionale … anche quello … mi sento abbastanza integrata, ecco …
ho delle collaborazioni con altre università con altri … sempre più del settore
di base o del mio stesso settore … per cui a livello nazionale mi sento abbastanza integrata sicuramente e potrei dare un voto anche più alto, anche otto
(COD_02, Associate Professor, MED)90.
a livello nazionale sicuramente si … sono anche una delle responsabili della
rete nazionale (…) è un bel raggruppamento scientifico disciplinare quindi si
direi dieci nel senso che è molto buono sì ,sì sia dal punto di vista personale
che lavorativo ho beccato un raggruppamento disciplinare “sano”, ci sono dei
singoli che non possono andare d'accordo, ma a livello generale si ha insomma anche la stessa idea di università basata sul merito.. (COD_17, Associate
Professor, ENG)91.
a livello della mia disciplina a livello nazionale ti rispondo dicendo che
nell’ultimo congresso della società italiana, mi hanno fatto vice presidente
della società Italiana, quindi [incomprensibile] e poi da presidente, e non c’è
87

Now, in our department, there are also a number of basic disciplines and I must say that I do not feel left
out of departmental activities… obviously, full recognition doesn’t exit… precisely because of the scientific
field I am involved in… if I had to give a score, I think… a seven… might be considered reasonable.
88
I wouldn’t say very high… no, not excluded, no… but I am honest, I’m not a part of certain… clicks.
89
In my discipline, I think I am also recognised in Europe under different roles.
90
At national level… even there… I feel rather integrated, yes… I collaborate with other universities, with
other… other basic areas or from my field… so, at national level, I feel rather integrated and I could give an
even higher score, an 8.
91
At national level, definitely yes… I am also responsible for the national network (…) it’s a nice scientific
group, so I would say a 10, in that it’s very good, yes, yes, from both a personal and professional perspective, I got into a “healthy” scientific group. There are some individuals who just don’t get along, but overall, the same idea prevails, that science at university level is merit-based.
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mai stata una donna! E non ero candidata, che erano candidati altri, che poi
sono diventati consiglieri. Questo ti dà una misura dell’affetto dei miei colleghi ordinari (…) e quindi insomma no... l’integrazione a livello nazionale Italiana è massima, a livello del Dipartimento a Pisa, se devo dire la verità, sono
fuori dalle lobby… (COD_06, Full Professor, MED)92.
Mi hanno coinvolta nel corso degli anni in varie commissioni: quella degli orari,
d’ingresso, in quella per i piani di studio, ma gli incarichi più importanti nell’università
italiana vengono affidati ai professori ordinari. Nell’università vige molto questa gerarchia che all’estero non c’è (…) secondo me conta più il titolo che il genere (COD_11, Associate Professor, ENG)93.

Among the more experienced Associate Professors, the perception is quite different, as they
have experienced a working environment that was not particularly favourable. Hence, the
environment is far from favourable, women feel they have to work twice as hard to get certain positions and that they then have to defend them tooth and nail.
.. io l' esperienza che le dico è questa se ci sono posti di responsabilità o incarichi di responsabilità da dare ….si preferisce comunque dargli agli uomini,
per cui uno si presenta con un curriculum meno ricco quando va a... (…) mentre invece gli si affibbia tutti... se ci sono.... perché la donna è più disponibile e
allora magari gli si assegnano degli incarichi più ...più non più gravosi ma insomma più tediosi sicuramente...sicuramente.. c'è il corso meno ambito...
quello che ha tante ore … (COD_09, Associate Professor, ENG)94.
C'era un contratto …..che allora un contratto che si doveva...che riguardava
diverse tematiche c'era responsabile... referente per ..per il nostro dipartimento ...un docente ordinario a questo docente dice no ma io non me ne
voglio occupare.. allora doveva secondo me... allora io avrei detto va bene
92

In terms of my field, at national level, I can say that at the last Congress of the Italian society, I was
elected deputy president, so (incomprehensible) and the president, and there’s never been a woman before! And I wasn’t a candidate, there were other candidates, who became board members. I think this
shows my colleagues’ affection for me (…), so no, integration at national level in Italy is at a maximum. At
the level of the department of Pisa, to be completely honest, I am not part of any lobbies.
93
I was involved in various commissions over the years: the commission on timetables, on admissions, on
curricula, but the more important roles in Italian universities are assigned to full professors. Hierarchy
reigns in Italian universities, something that doesn’t exist abroad (…) I think a title counts more than gender.
94
I will share my experience with you: if there are any positions of power or duties with certain responsibilities… they tend to go to men. So you go with a less substantial CV (…) but you get everything… because
women are more willing and available, so they are assigned roles that are more… not more demanding,
but definitely more tedious… definitely… there’s that course that no one really wants… the course involving
many hours…
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non me ne occupo io se ne occupa la più anziana di ruolo o non so la .. mi sarei aspettata che me lo chiedesse a me invece no! L'ha chiesto l 'ha affidato il
mandato al collega ad un altro collega più giovane ..questa è una cosa... poi
un'altra cosa ...altra cosa ma questa è successa in passato e con persone che
non ci sono neanche più ..ma insomma per esempio.. .per dirle ora ripenso
alle cose che ci sono state... si rinnova la Giunta del ( non dico il rettore senno si dice chi è stato) io ero nella Giunta .. il direttore dice si deve rinnovare
..guarda caso allora vengono confermati tutti fuorché la sottoscritta che viene sostituita da un collega (..) collega maschio, giovane, rampante che poi ha
fatto .. ma almeno dimmelo! Dimmi perché! poi ovviamente se uno propone… e dice per esempio ..no io voglio.. e quello senza avermi...non mi ha chiesto niente… gli sembrava la cosa più ragionevole da fare scelta da fare..
mah! però.. senza giustificazioni.. (COD_09, Associate Professor, ENG)95.
Gli incarichi… io l’ho avuto ora un semi-incarico come vice direttore di dipartimento di Xxxxx [n.d.r. dice il nome del proprio Dipartimento di afferenza],
forse perché non c’era nessuno (…) Ma per il resto non c’è stato niente, siamo
quattro donne è a parte una che gli hanno dato l’incarico di direttrice di unità
operativa complessa e sarebbe stato assurdo se non glielo davano. (…) Io sono coordinatrice delle scuole di specializzazione ma ho dovuto lottare coi denti perché nonostante fossi stata eletta hanno cercato di togliermela. Medicina
è drammatica. (COD_08, Full Professor, MED)96.
ora se vogliamo vedere un neo io mi sono candidata per il ruolo di rettore, alla prima votazione il primo candidato prese 600 voti, il secondo 500 e io 400
95

There was a contract… you had to have one back then… that dealt with various issues… there was a person responsible… a person of reference… for our department… a full professor who says no to this professor, I’m not interested… so, in my opinion, he should have… in which case, I would have said ok, I’m not going to do it, my senior colleague should or I don’t know… I expected him to ask me, but no! He gave the
mandate to a younger colleague… that’s one case… then there’s another case… but it happened in the
past, with people who don’t even work here anymore… but just to give an example… I’m thinking of all the
things that happened in the past… the council of XXX (I won’t mention the name of the Rector, otherwise
you’ll know who I am talking about) was renewed, I was a member of the council… the director says we
need to modernise… and lo and behold, everyone is confirmed except for yours truly, who is replaced by a
colleague… a young male, ambitious colleague who went on to… but, tell me at least! Tell me why! But if
someone proposes… and says, for example, I want to… and that other one, without… asking me anything…
it seemed like the most logical thing, the most logical choice…well, but without any excuses…
96
Roles… I only just got a role, a semi-role, as deputy director of the department of XXX (Editor’s note: the
name of the department is given), perhaps because there was no one else (…). But otherwise, there was
nothing. There are 4 women and other than one who was appointed director of an operational unit, and it
would have been absurd if she hadn’t gotten the role (…). I coordinate the post-grad schools, but I had to
fight tooth and nail, because even though I was elected, they tried to take the position away from me.
Medicine is a drama.
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ma mi sarei aspettata qualche voto in più ed era l’opinione anche di altri colleghi. E qui ha vinto la mentalità del oddio il rettore è una donna, quindi
quest’idea c’è stata e io sono sicura di questo, poi mi sono messa d’accordo
con il secondo e sono diventata il rettore vicario. La gente vede più un uomo
come rettore. (COD_05, Full Professor, ENG)97.

What is interesting is that the only unfavourable experience came from an Associate Professor who is single and childless:
Io sono stata presidente del corso di laurea per otto anni ... (…) Io ho finito
quest’anno perché due anni di mandato non potevo fare altrimenti. Sono direttore di un master, sono Vice Direttore della scuola di specializzazione ma li
è l’ordinario che è sopra di me ... è un uomo! Ora vedremo cosa succederà nel
futuro… (COD_20, Associate Professor, MED)98.

In view of the above, it is difficult to argue that the decision to pursue an alternative career
to academic research is actually a choice for women. Instead, it seems that women flee
from a hostile and totalizing working environment in the hope of fulfilling both their career
aspirations and having a family. The metaphor of the “vanish box phenomenon”, introduced
by Henry Etzkowitz and Marina Ranga in 2011, is rather appropriate. Through their analysis
of the leaky pipeline phenomenon, the two authors underline how women who leave academia cannot be simply considered as those who leaked out of the pipeline. They move
from academia or industrial research to new jobs that combine science and business, because these jobs offer new career opportunities, and also more favourable working conditions.
This trend is advantageous at individual level – women who make this choice are likely to
pursue a faster career path, that is lucrative and gives them a lot of satisfaction, without
having to sacrifice having a family – but it is wholly unacceptable, if not a direct provocation,
at institutional level. Can universities and scientific research afford to lose the most motivated and ambitious talent (if not the best) for reasons related to the working environment?
Questions on the reasons for this loss (represented by the scissor graph we used to end the
interview, see Annex) highlight certain critical points at institutional level. One problem is
the lack of an organised recruitment process (in terms of numbers and schedule), but also
97

Now, if we really want to nit-pick, I applied for the position of rector. After the first vote, the first candidate had 600 votes, the second 500 and I had 400. But I was expecting more votes, and some of my colleagues thought the same. And this is where the mentality “oh god, a female rector” won. It was there and
I’m sure of it. I then made an agreement with the second candidate and I was appointed vice-rector. People see men as rectors.
98
I was president of the grad course for 8 years… I finished this year, after a two-year mandate, I had to. I
head a master’s course, I am the deputy director of a post-grad school, but my superior is a full professor…
he is a man! Now we’ll see what will happen in the future…
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the machismo that leads to the hiring of men. If the latter penalises women without completely excluding them (see pg. 56), it now also threatens to expel them forever.
le studentesse che sono ad ingegneria … che seguono i miei corsi … nella media dei voti sono più brave, più mature e motivate rispetto ai ragazzi. Nel perché non voglio fare la carriera universitaria ci possono essere varie ragioni,
una può essere che la carriera accademica è non governabile puoi essere bravo ma i concorsi non arrivano e quindi si ha la percezione che la carriera non
è nelle tue mani a differenza di quella all’interno dell’azienda. (COD_14, Associate Professor, ENG)99.
ci sono più ... sicuramente ci sono più iscritte è anche più...però lo vedo anche ora adesso ci sono anche le nostre dottorande ...ci sono state … almeno
nel nostro settore due dottorande... brave ..però e al tempo stesso ci sono
stati dei dottorandi maschi però che.. i dottorandi maschi.. (…) si sono fermati nel senso che hanno trovato il posto come ricercatori e contratto a tempo
determinato ecc. ..mentre le dottorande ... una è andata via perché dopo un
anno che aspettava .. ha trovato posto fuori... e un'altra è qui in attesa e
penso che finirà ..perché non riescono a trovargli .. (…) Quindi non mi sembra
che sia migliorata! Nonostante appunto le ragazze e poi ci sono altre ..che
sono entrate ora che credo siano anche molto brave… però… io appunto non
vedo ..cioè mentre si vedono questi ragazzi che poi si sistemano... mi sembra
peggiorata la situazione(COD_09, Associate Professor, ENG)100.

The issue pointed out by more than one interviewee is the “contradiction between the tenure clock and the biological clock” (Etzkowitz, Kemelgor and Uzzi 2000), which is well known
in international literature. For women, the contradiction between the two clocks illustrates
the compatibility of a scientific career and when a woman can or should have children.
Women are frequently forced to make the decision to postpone having children until after

99

The female engineering students… who attend my courses… on average, they are better students, more
mature and motivated than the boys. As to why they don’t want to pursue a university career, there are a
number of reasons: one could be that you cannot manage an academic career. You might be very good,
but there are no open competitions, so you’re under the impression that your career isn’t in your own
hands, as opposed to a career in a company.
100
There are more… there are definitely more female students and also more… but I see it even now, now
we also have our female PhD students… good… but, at the same time, there were male PhD students
who… male PhD students (…) they have stopped, in that they have found a position as researchers and a
fixed-term contract, etc. whereas female PhD students… one left after waiting for a year… she found a position elsewhere… and another is here waiting and I think she’ll also go… because they can’t find a position
(…) so, I don’t think it has improved. Despite the female students, and then there are others… who have
just been admitted and who I think are quite good… but… I don’t see… you see these students who find
their way… but the situation seems to be worse.
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tenure, which means that by then, they are in their mid-to-late 30s. Even in a system like
that of Italy, where tenure track was only recently introduced (Law No. 240 of 2010), there
is a certain difficulty in making such a decision, as women are nearing their forties, at which
point it is considerably more difficult to have children:
Così divergente, francamente no! Cioè non pensavo che ancora ci fosse tutta
questa differenza, però evidentemente è così! (…) Allora l'università più o
meno va a finire intorno ai 25/26 anni fino ai 30, tra i 30 e i 40 si gioca tutto
lì! E tra i 30 e 40, una donna deve fare i figli, perché ora la stiamo spostando
ancora ma …. Si arriva a 45 massimo … ammesso ad esagerare, ma più di lì
non vai! E quando te in dieci anni di vita ci metti due gravidanze...i primi due
anni che sono molto impegnativi per una mamma, per il babbo ..no! Capito?!
(COD_07, Associate Professor, MED)101.
I tempi purtroppo sono cambiati, io guardando quello che sta succedendo vedo che per arrivare ad ottenere qualcosa ci vogliono il doppio delle fatiche e
dei tempi purtroppo è tutto più a rilento ora e avere un posto a tempo determinato ora è più difficile. Io vedo anche le ragazze che sono di qua una ha
quarant’anni e l’altra trentasette e quella di quaranta è arrivata al posto di
tecnico a tempo indeterminato ora ma è più di dieci anni che è qua e l’altra
non c’è ancora arrivata quindi i tempi sono molto più lunghi, ci vuole molta
più pazienza e dedizione e queste sono ragazze che sono veramente molto
dedicate al lavoro tutti i giorni sono qui e una viene da fuori (COD_23, Associate Professor, MED)102.
Su ingegneria abbiamo molta strada da fare visto le percentuali che sono il
15% contro il 85% forse perché entrano sempre in questa idea dell’ingegnere
prettamente maschile, perché attualmente il lavoro dell’ingegnere viene visto
con degli impegni tali che una donna ha difficoltà nel crearsi una famiglia, noi
donne purtroppo dobbiamo fare i conti con un orologio biologico che coincide
con il periodo in cui si può fare carriera. E quindi non abbiamo come l’uomo la
101

So different, quite honestly, no! That is, I didn’t think there was such a difference, but clearly there is!
(…) So, university ends between 25/26 and 30, between 30 and 40, you gamble everything! And between
30 and 40, a woman has to have children, because now we’re pushing the clock back, but… we get to 45
max… I might be exaggerating, but you can’t go over 45. And when in 10 years you have to fit in two pregnancies, the first two years are really demanding on a mother, for a dad… no! Got it?
102
Unfortunately, times have changed. If I see what is happening, I realise that to get what you want, you
need double the effort and time. Unfortunately, everything now is a lot slower and being hired on a fixedterm contract is more difficult. I also see the women who work here. One is 40 years old and the other 37;
the 40 year-old is now a technician on an open-ended contract, but she has been here for 10 years; the
other one hasn’t made it yet, so a lot more time is needed, a lot more patience and dedication. These are
girls who are very dedicated to their work, they are here every day and one has to commute.
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possibilità di fare i figli dopo i cinquant’anni. E vedo che molte donne stanno
rinunciando alla loro maternità per fare carriera ed è un prezzo altissimo che
se ne renderanno conto più avanti e se ne pentiranno. Però purtroppo gli anni
della maternità vanno a coincidere con gli anni in cui si investe per fare carriera, per gli uomini non è così e non fa un ragionamento di questo tipo perché loro fanno affidamento sul fatto che ci saranno le mogli che si occuperanno dei figli, non sono tenuti loro ad occuparsi dei figli e questo è un elemento importante alla base di questa differenza. Fortunatamente vedo che
l’andamento è diverso rispetto a quello di medicina. (COD_23, Associate Professor, ENG)103.

103

In engineering, we still have a lot to do, given the percentages, which are 15% vs 85%, perhaps because
there’s this idea that engineering is strictly masculine, because the work of an engineer is seen as a job
with so many commitments that a woman would have a hard time having a family. We women have to
deal with a biological clock that just happens to coincide with the period in which we should be building a
career. Unlike men, we can’t have children after the age of 50. I see a lot of women giving up motherhood
to pursue a career and it’s a high price to pay, and they will only realise it much later and they will regret
it. Unfortunately, motherhood tends to coincide with the years in which you should be investing in your career. That’s not the case for men. They don’t have to reason like that, because they can rely on the fact
that their wives will be there to look after the children. They don’t have to look after the children and
that’s an important factor at the heart of the difference between the two sexes. Fortunately, I see the
trend is difference in medicine.
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Our analysis, which was carried out in the six target departments, aimed at identifying the
processes, at micro, meso and macro level, that hinder women's careers and encourage the
leaky pipeline phenomenon. Starting from a contextual analysis, by which we detected the
level of the glass ceiling index and other indicators used to describe the academic careers at
the University of Pisa from a gender perspective, we continued our investigation by collecting the success stories of women, who, in a hostile environment, have remained in academia, even going so far as to reach Grades A and B104.

5.1. Quantitative data from a lifecourse perspective
We calculated the Glass Ceiling Index at UNIPI in order to perform a comparative analysis of
the current situation. Our analysis revealed that UNIPI has the worst index in Italy (1.9 vs
1.76), although it does vary from field to field. The index for Engineering is lower (1.45) than
that of Medicine, which is significantly higher (3.6). By analysing the data on careers transversally, starting from enrolment in different fields, we can discern that the medicine graduate programme has undergone a successful process of feminization, as opposed to engineering, where the enrolled number of women is still only about a third of all students.
Therefore, the glass ceiling index clearly indicates that the feminization of medicine began
in the last decades of the twentieth century, but that the power remains firmly in the hands
of men. Conversely, the process of feminization in engineering is just beginning, with female
students still being outnumbered (Malatesta 2006).
Hence, the problem lies elsewhere: medicine has the highest expulsion rate for women,
whose presence is halved at every step of their career (leaky pipeline); in engineering, female participation is very low but still consistent. At the same time, we have to consider
how an increase in female participation could promote the entrenchment of those in power
(men), thereby exacerbating the latent risk of the so-called “Matilda Effect” (Rossiter 1993).
This risk does not seem so far off anymore; indeed, some of the engineers refer to such
problems.
Che siamo ancora lì ..no ..no purtroppo ..siamo ancora lì..... salvo casi... sporadici ..particolari.. ma insomma e i giovani non è che.. perché io guardi le
posso assicurare che i miei ..i professori che ora sono andati in pensione
...all'apparenza.. cioè per lo meno mi parevano meno... maschilisti della generazione attuale (…) poi magari non sono maschilisti però io … ecco … la

104

We are forced to consider professors in Grade B positions as examples of a success story, due to the
lack of Grade A female professors. When choosing success stories from Grade B, we used the criterion of
year of birth compared to the average year for each scientific field (see Table 3).
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percezione è questa qui che ci sia un.. un maschilismo … diffuso (COD_09, Associate Professor, ENG)105.

The high level of vertical segregation is connected to the numerical scarcity of female Full
Professors, but this risks being a shallow interpretation, shared among the younger women
who have become Associate Professors in recent years. Indeed, the more experienced professors complain about an environment that is far from favourable. Female professors have
the impression that they have to fight twice as hard to attain certain positions and that they
have to defend them tooth and nail. Indeed, those who did not complain about the unfavourable environment were successful in securing a top position, even as an Associate Professor, but have no husband or children.
Even if women seem to be more successful students (they graduate with higher grades), the
scissors cross once they reach the doctoral preparation stage or the level leading to a career
in academia or research. This dynamic is evident in medicine, where there are seven out of
ten female PhD students but only a little over five postdocs; conversely, in engineering, the
proportion remains almost stable (+3% of women postdocs compared to the proportion of
women doctoral students). In engineering, the leaking rate becomes evident in the shift
from postdoc to Grade C, where the presence of women is more than halved (25% for postdocs and 12% for researchers); in medicine, the leak in this step, which is linked to finding a
stable position, is decidedly lower (54.9% for postdocs and 49% for researchers).
This difference is the result of diverging labour markets (macro level). Female engineers
tend to reject the idea of pursuing an academic career earlier on; they prefer jobs that combine science and business, because they not only offer new career paths, but also more favourable working conditions compared to academia and industrial research. This is what we
refer to as the “vanish box phenomenon” (Etzkowitz, Ranga 2011; see par. 4.2.2). Meanwhile, the highly demanding workload of a physician tends to discourage women wanting a
family with more than one child. They often end up abandoning their academic careers and
are unable to find an equally satisfying career outside the University, meaning their only
choice is to settle down (this is an excellent example of the “leaking pipeline”). Furthermore,
physicians / professors have to face a triple presence: they have to teach, do university research, and perform their hospital duties. Female physicians / professors have the added
presence of domestic / family-related duties. This means that these female professionals
achieve a superhuman goal, which, for the purposes of our study, shall be called “quadruple
presence”. This goal is so ambitious that of the six female Full Professors in Medicine, four
105

It’s still the case… no… no, unfortunately… it’s still the case… there are a few exceptions… very
few…and very specific ones… but… and youngsters, it’s not that… because, you see, I can assure you that
my professors, who are now retired, seemed, or at least to me they seemed, less… chauvinistic than today’s generations (…) they might not even be chauvinists but I… well… my impression is this… that there is
a widespread form of chauvinism.
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are biologists and two are physicians (the average number of children for the biologists is 2,
whilst the average for the physicians is 0.5106).
By gathering more data on retention and recruitment age in our target fields, we found a
possible line of interpretation. Indeed, if the data at University level are in line with expectations (i.e. the fact that women are at a disadvantage in their academic careers due to longer
periods of retention and a higher recruitment age at each step), then the trends we detected through our interviews reveal certain anomalies. Specifically, in the field of medicine, we
could explain the longer period of retention for assistant professors and the high recruitment age for associate professors among males as a direct consequence of the less linear
career path of women. Very often, female professors enter academia as Associate Professors, following a previous career in the private sphere or, more frequently, following a technical position in the same institution.
When analysing this phenomenon, we determined that it is inextricably linked to the socialisation process at the micro level (specifically, the socialisation of gender roles and attitudes), but also to certain elements at the meso level. Starting with the micro level, we
found more alternative beliefs countering existing hegemonic beliefs on gender roles and
attitudes, which form the basis of women’s choices in terms of educational fields and career
paths (particularly among the engineers interviewed). These alternative beliefs, which are
related to gender roles and gender-based attitudes, are defined during the primary socialization process, thanks to a solid adult influence that confirms such alternative models (analysis at micro level). In the life histories of our interviewees, we discovered several such adult
figures. Specifically, in terms of gender roles, we determined the importance of a female
presence among the interviewees’ relatives, women who have held important positions in
the public sphere. In terms of gender-based attitudes, and in particular reference to scientific and technical skills, parents and teachers seem to bear the most weight when it comes
to the interviewees’ self-confidence.
Instead, at meso level, which involves tackling everyday life and time management, we determined that despite a demanding job and the socialization process, women tend to take
on the more time-consuming household duties and caregiving activities. In line with the results of our Survey on work-life interface (see D1.3), female professors continued to be the
primary caregivers in their families, with the help of their partners... "when they can".
This issue of time is a crucial one, particularly in medicine (for biologists, but especially for
doctors). We could say that is a factual problem related to the social construct of gender
roles. It is interesting to note that our interviewees (especially the engineers)107 expressed
106

It is worth noting that the averages provided for the physicians are from just two female professors. Of
these, the only case of motherhood is a special one, as the professor had her child when still studying at
university (therefore before beginning her academic career).
107
We determined that ascriptive factors can have a major impact on career choices because of the role
of primary socialization through parents and other important social partners (siblings, peers) (see par.4.1).
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alternative beliefs countering existing hegemonic beliefs on gender roles and attitudes,
which form the basis of their choices in terms of educational fields and career paths. However, when facing everyday life and time management, they tend to take on the more timeconsuming household duties and caregiving activities. In line with the results of our Survey
on work-life interface (see D1.3), female professors continued to be the primary caregivers
in their families, with the help of their partners... "when they can".
The “life course approach” allows us to highlight the relevance of this interface in the “fightor-flight” moment (Hewlett et al. 2008). Women tend to get married and become mothers
only after reaching a stable position in their careers, because they know that motherhood
will have a negative impact on their career opportunities (particularly in the short term). Indeed, the life histories we heard revealed how maternity leave has been stigmatized by research teams and by their superiors in particular, especially when work schedules were
tight. Moreover, we were able to verify that the presence of young children, and not maternity leave, has a greater impact on scientific productivity (and this is a cross-cutting issue).
This is a very important point that affects both the symbolic value and practical implications
of maternity leave. Rules and evaluation criteria (macro level) are a vital symbol of the
meaning socially-attributed to maternity leave by the scientific community and institutions;
they define the standards and constraints that bear a huge impact on women’s careers.
Given that the Italian university system is heading towards a mass use of quantitative indicators as a tool for the evaluation of scientific activities at both individual and collective level,
it is crucial that we foster the creation of networks aimed at promoting the role of women
as well as their scientific production (Corsi and Zacchia 2014). At the same time, there is a
deep need for genuine knowledge on how different indicators and bibliometric databases
work and how they can influence selection processes for different categories and scientific
fields (firstly, those with a poor bibliometric tradition). In turn, this also entails greater
transparency in the criteria adopted and applied in the evaluation procedures both for national selections and at organizational level (Rapetti et al. 2015).
Quello che sento come ostacolo sono invece le regole a livello di ateneo nazionale su queste valutazioni che non tengono assolutamente conto di quello
che invece sono gli aspetti tipici della maternità perché poi è quello il problema e … perché le valutazioni vengono fatte su dei criteri che sono numerici ed
è giusto darli però non vengono quasi per niente pesati mi rendo conto di
questi periodi di cui uno può assentarsi... perché la maternità a differenza di
una malattia che ha un periodo che è indefinito quando uno torna, torna ...
la maternità eh insomma anche i bambini piccoli non è che sono 5 mesi c'è
anche tutto l'allattamento che è sia in privato o part-time non abbiamo orari
però viene contato... a livello europeo per esempio nei gruppi di ricerca europei in particolare ogni maternità viene contata come un anno di sospensio-
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ne, cioè viene abbonato un anno, quindi cioè se uno dice negli anni precedenti
deve aver pubblicato un tot oppure deve aver avuto il titolo di dottorato meno di dieci anni prima ogni maternità gli viene (COD_17, Associate Professor,
ENG)108.

This awareness of the problem allowed the above professor to promote a positive action
when she became a member of a Commission evaluating productivity at university level: she
introduced a corrective measure, so that the problem is taken into account when allocating
scores.
quando bisogna andare sui numeri e allora si comincia a parlare di soldi
quanto a Tizio e quanto a Caio allora lì è più difficile per cui ad esempio ho
fatto una commissione di ateneo per le integrazioni ed ho dovuto chiedere
che le maternità venissero contate più di 5 mesi, perché c'ero io che avevo
avuto questo problema ed ero quindi (COD_17, Associate Professor, ENG)109.

It is no coincidence that in the engineering departments under the supervision of this Commission, women performed better than their male counterparts, as opposed to the female
professors in the other four departments (see Table 4).
The asymmetries arising from the social construct of gender roles and obligations significantly alter the opportunities for women to establish themselves, especially in a working
environment like academia, which is highly competitive and time-consuming. This is an issue
that must be taken into account by the research institution. It may be safe to presume that
it is more difficult for female scientists to acquire the necessary credentials: as women continue to juggle private and public responsibilities and obligations, it is not surprising that
they tend to send in less spontaneous applications for top positions or to gather less funding. Collecting research funding is a time-consuming activity; that is probably why in the absence of adequate institutional support, women are less active in this area (as shown by the
108

What I see as obstacles are the rules at national university level governing these evaluations, which do
not consider the basic aspects of maternity leave, because that is essentially the problem and… because
the evaluations are carried out based on numerical criteria and that’s all good, but I have realised that
these periods of absence are not considered at all… because maternity leave, as opposed to an illness that
can have an indefinite period of absence, ends… maternity leave, uhm, babies, it’s not that it’s just a period of 5 months, there’s the breastfeeding, which is permitted in the private sector or part-time, but we
don’t have a schedule for it… At European level, for example, in European research groups, maternity leave
counts as a year of suspended work, meaning a year is granted; so, if someone says that in the preceding
years she published so many papers, it’s ok, or that she completed her PhD less than 10 years prior to her
maternity leave, it’s ok…
109
When it’s about the numbers… that’s when you start talking money… how much goes to Joe Bloggs and
how much to Fred Bloggs… then it becomes more difficult… that’s why, for example, I put together a commission at university level on integration policies and I had to ask that maternity leave be more than 5
months, because I had had this problem and so…
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results presented in par. 3.2.3). It would also be useful to consider if perhaps because fewer
women are in a top position, and even fewer are in a top position associated with a large
team, they are not familiar with the concept of delegating such activities, and are therefore
forced to do them themselves.
In light of the above results, it is necessary to consider developing a program that encourages women in the later stages of their academic careers “to take matters ‘into their own
hands’ and not to hesitate when occupational and career opportunities are offered to them
and not waste them” (Endepohls-Ulpe et al. 2015, p.155). This is not only a problem related
to self-assessment or to personal abilities (we have seen how so many of these women have
fearlessly tackled demanding challenges and preserved their intellectual abilities), but also a
broader problem that concerns the sharing of scientific work and the presence of genderblind rules. The presence of institutional staff appointed to support the process of identifying appropriate funding opportunities and calls and applying for them could very well prove
beneficial in this area.
As for assigning top positions, we should perhaps consider the fact that the power of choice
in the allocation of positions risks hiding a process of discrimination:
perché se uno dice è nelle sue prerogative per dirla … nelle sue prerogative..
ha scelto cosi.. però cioè uno può dire che non è corretto, non è elegante non
so .. (COD_09, Associate Professor, ENG)110.

This issue is a more complex one, because it is difficult to imagine introducing institutional
rules that remove discretionary power from a position of power. But it is an issue that
should be handled at regulatory and political level.

5.2. Life histories explained through a cloud
It is worth mentioning that based on the frequency of certain words we heard during the interview process, we created a word cloud in English. A word cloud is a special visualization
of text in which the more frequently used words are effectively highlighted by occupying
more prominence in the representation. Grammatical words and non-frequent words are
hidden (such as: prepositions, conjunctions, interjections and adverbs) so that the resultant
representation cleanly shows the most frequently occurring words of importance. We created our English cloud by first analysing the Italian text (the full transcription of the interviews), and then by translating the more frequently used words into English111.

110

Because if someone says it’s his prerogative… it’s his prerogative… he chose that… but someone could
say it’s wrong, it’s not elegant, I don’t know…
111

We analysed the interviews with the use of NVivo, but when we tried to create the word cloud, we had
to quit NVivo (because the texts were in Italian). A number of programs can be used to generate a word
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In recent years, many scholars have outlined the usefulness of the word cloud strategy and
how it could be used as an integrative method for qualitative text analysis (McNaught, Paul
Lam 2010; Murthy 2011). In line with these suggestions, we used this strategy as an adjunctive tool in our qualitative research (rather than using it as a stand-alone research tool), although we chose to use it in the final phase of our analysis, rather than in the preliminary
phase. We feel that our interpretation skills are now, at the end of the analysis, more adequate, and we feel that the interviews can be better interpreted, as can the words included
in the cloud, because there is greater context.
The cloud (Figure 12) is an immediate and visually-rich way of depicting some of the evidence we identified during our analysis. In particular, we can appreciate the balance between roles and the relevance of the public and private spheres (connected terms are represented in a balanced way). When telling their story in one sphere, the interviewees introduce elements related to the other and vice versa. For example, when talking about motherhood, the central role of their ‘parents’ as caregivers becomes clear (in some cases, they
are referred to as ‘grandparents’). When talking about their ‘work’ they refer to their
‘child/children’ and to their partners (‘he/him’), thereby underlining the impact of being a
mother (‘mom’) on their ‘careers’, or the ‘choice’ they have to make in their daily lives between the responsibilities associated with ‘family’ and ‘research’ activities. The ‘sense’ of
‘life’ is linked to both spheres, ‘work’ and ‘family’, including those families without children.
Also, a ‘problem’ can arise in the private sphere, or because of the workload.
The cloud outlines other elements clearly marked as belonging to career experience, such as
the absence of mobility, which is highlighted by the frequency of the word ‘Pisa’, as well as
‘house’, which needs to be close to the workplace. The cloud also reveals the perceived importance of fate (‘luck’): the career ‘path’ is perceived by these women as being conditioned
by ‘luck’, but these fortuitous events are also construed as a ‘path’ of ‘sense’, which often
begins with a ‘PhD’. The latter is seen not just as a key to access academia, but even more
so as the realisation of a person’s abilities and capabilities, needed to launch a career.
The element of ‘choice’, which also takes into account individual characteristics linked to
personal aspirations, must be interpreted alongside this notion of luck: actual, intentional
choices are linked to the educational path of a person; the choice of academic career is inextricably linked to incidental factors or, less frequently, to taking a risk in the uncertain world
of academia. The courage to take these risks is strongly influenced by important figures such
as a ‘professor’, but also a ‘father’, prominent figures who have helped build their selfconfidence.

cloud. We used Wordle, which is available for free online, and which is one of the most commonly-used
programs in social research (see: http://www.wordle.net/create).
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Figure 12: The word cloud was created by performing a quantitative analysis of the interviews. Generated by Wordle
(http://www.wordle.net/create).

5.3. Looking to the future: the impact of rules (macro level) on the outlook of the young
In conclusion, we would like to point out the adverse effect on female careers of the new
rules on recruitment introduced in Italy. The new regulatory framework, which has introduced new rules and regulations about academic careers, could further penalise female scientists, not only hindering their scientific careers, but also increasing the perverse effects on
their private lives. In many of the interviews we conducted (see previous chapter), we heard
that one such risk is the time needed to reach a permanent position, which is seen as an almost insurmountable odd in a woman’s career. It is an issue that must be examined closely
and that has been stressed in international literature, calling upon us to protect and defend
women in science in their mid to late 30s and early 40s (Julkunen, 2004; Hewlett et al.
2008).
Recent analyses on the consequences of the new rules on recruitment and career advancement introduced by the Gelmini Reform (Law No. 240/2010) have shed some light on the
persistence of certain mechanisms that aggravate the recruitment and selection processes.
The results of the first National Scientific Qualification Procedure pointed to a lower presence of Italian female researchers who are qualified to apply for permanent positions (associate and full professors). The results are mainly due to the lower number of female applications, rather than lower female success rates. Indeed, the gender-based difference in the
probability of success is negligible, whereas the proportion of applicants out of the total
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number of ‘potential candidates’ is 48% women and 54% men (Baccini and Rosselli 2014;
Pautasso 2015).
In terms of the impact of this reform on the University of Pisa, it is worth mentioning, as it is
likely to have a positive effect on promotions from Grade C to Grade B, (female associate
professors stood at 42% at the end of 2013, and 49% at the end of 2015). As for the following step, Grade B to Grade A, we noticed a more conservative increase (+1%), mainly due to
the retirement of male professors in the reference period. The number of female researchers in fixed-term positions is dramatically low (as at 31 December 2014, only 28% of Type A
temporary researchers were female). Even if these data are not taken seriously, we are describing a situation that has not yet been consolidated, meaning that the signs are worrying
and that the current trend must be monitored closely.
We also have to consider how extending a temporary employment period could have a negative effect on the possibility to meet expected research performance standards and how it
could amplify the effects of competition and uncertainty, thereby making careers more vulnerable to early termination. This could occur for a number of reasons. On the one hand,
the need to find a new job before the current position expires overlaps with key research
and writing activities (Toscano et al. 2014). On the other, unexpected events such as health
problems, childbirth, or other events that force the employee out of work-related activities
(Petersen et al. 2012; Falcinelli and Guglielmi 2014).
With a lack of resources and a seemingly gender-blind regulatory system, we may have to
deal with a “crotch” shortage, like the one following the economic crisis (Rigney 2011). A
“crotch” shortage is a process by which gaps are created in the system. It is a worrying phenomenon, inflamed by failing to consider merit and talent, and which could very well exacerbate the gap between 'rich' and 'poor', leaving the ‘middle tier’ to slip through the cracks
and into the ‘poor group’. This is the so-called Matthew Effect, or accumulated advantage,
under which the ‘rich’ get ‘richer’ and the ‘poor’ get ‘poorer’ (Merton 1968). At University
level, females are the ‘poor’ and males are the ‘rich’. Therefore, Italian universities could
emerge from this phase of scarce resources and the reform of the system as even more unequal and unfair universities, where the loss of female talent is likely to be even more pronounced than before the reform (in 2010).
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ANNEX1 – Interview questions
PRIVATE LIFE
Family


Tell us about your childhood and your family of origin: where were you born and where
did you grow up? Describe your family setup (two parents, single mother, grandparents,
any brothers / sisters, etc.). What was their level of education and what work did your
parents do?



What did you want to be when you grew up? How did you imagine yourself as an adult
(with a family, with a job: which one?)? What were your favourite games? Did you play
with your brothers / sisters? Do you remember what they wanted to be?



Who were the key figures of your childhood / youth (relatives, teachers, peers...)? Tell
us about them and why they were important for your training...

Education (school)


What schools did you attend and how were they chosen? Who chose them (you, from a
shortlist compiled by your parents, your parents...)? And when it came time to go to
university, how did you choose a faculty? What other experiences in education do you
remember (school of music, dance...)? Which ones were particularly important for you?
Did you attend language courses abroad while studying?



Did you have any other important learning experiences? Did you, for example, work as a
volunteer, etc.?

Life choices [N.B. In the profile you sent via email, you should have already indicated whether or
not you have children and if so, their age. Answer the following questions accordingly]


Tell us about your family today. Are/were you married? Are/were you living with someone? Has your decision to live with someone / get married (or the opposite, i.e. your decision to stay single, separate or divorce) affected your career in any way? Or has your
career influenced your choices and your life as a “couple”?



[If married or living with someone / If you were married or living with someone] What
does/did your husband/partner do? [Describe education and career]. What is/was his attitude about the intensity of your academic work commitments? What kind of an "alliance" was forged between you when it came to handling everyday needs?

With children

Without children

 Has your university work somehow affected  Was your decision not to have children
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your motherhood choices? For example, have
you postponed motherhood or had fewer children because of your work?
 Who was the main caregiver when they were of
pre-school or school-going age?
 Who was more present in the daily management
of the children? Paid help or family members?


influenced by your academic career?
(Give reasons for your decision)

Do you have any duties other than looking after the children? For example, are there
any elderly and / or dependent people (in part or fully) you have to look after? [If yes,
ask for an explanation: who are they, what type of care do they require, in terms of
quantity and quality, and check if there are others – at institutional level or otherwise, at
professional level or otherwise – who help out with these people. Conclude by asking
about the impact of these responsibilities on their work]

PROFESSIONAL LIFE


Where did you study and from which university did you graduate? Did you do a postgrad course? Did you do and finish a PhD? How did you decide to pursue a university career?



During your career have you ever changed field? If yes, why? Was it a choice and / or a
personal assessment or the result of requests coming from "outside"?



[According to the information gathered on when the interviewee started working at the
university – as a researcher, associate, or full professor – verify if she has a teaching position, what local competitions she took part in, as opposed to national ones. Ask how
she decided to take part in a competition the first time, to become a researcher and if
she got in on her first attempt. Ask about the recruitment process introduced by the
Gelmini Reform and ask her to compare it to the previous system] Could you tell us how
your academic career began and evolved?



Did you pursue your entire academic career at the University of Pisa? What do you think
are the strengths and weaknesses of “belonging” to a university and/or this “permanence”? [N.B. Regardless of the answer, ask about the pros and cons and verify if she
has worked or taught overseas and how she got there]



On a scale of 1 to 10, how would you rate your integration in your department? And in
your field, at national and international level? Why? [If the score is low, ask what
can/should be done at institutional/organisational level to improve the situation].



Were there any decisive events in your job (decisive in both a positive and negative
sense, obstacles/assistance) that influenced your prospects, your research, your academic career? If so, what events and how did they influence you?



What advice would you give a younger colleague trying to walk in your footsteps?
Would it differ if the colleague were male or female?

UNIPI
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Dynamics: Questions on interpretation


In your opinion, what elements and / or resources are of particular importance for your
profession? And for a university career? On this note, if you compare the situation of men
and women, do any major differences come to mind?

Ask the interviewee to look at this graph on academic careers (including the average for UNIPI
and the target fields) and ask her to comment, especially on the obstacles favouring such dynamics at cultural, organisational and institutional level, etc.
Female participation in the various grades of an academic career (as at 31/12/2013). Source: UNIPI Database on staff

As for occupational segregation:
 Horizontal: Why are there such high rates of women biologists among full and associate
professors in medicine? Is biology a more open field? Is it less selective? Do fewer women
apply for the scientific fields of biology? Do female biologists have to work in a hospital?
Tell us about your typical day/week at work.
Scientific field
Full Professors
Associate Professors

UNIPI

M
BIO
3
9

F
MED
34
37

BIO
4
7

MED
2
13
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 Vertical: In your opinion, how does this relate to vertical segregation [UNIPI data show
that the only women with institutional roles are full professors in medicine]
PISA UNIVERSITY

Department Directors
Department Deputy Directors
Heads of Degree Programmes
Coordinators of Post-graduate Degrees
Heads of PhD Programmes
MEDICINE
Department Directors
Department Deputy Directors
Heads of Degree Programmes
Coordinators of Post-graduate Degrees
Heads of PhD Programmes

UNIPI

M
F
absolute absolute
values
values
18
2
17
2
69
32
27
7
18
3
3
3
11
26
11

0
0
1
3
0

M
%

F
%

90%
89%
68%
79%
86%

10%
11%
32%
21%
14%

100%
100%
92%
90%
100%

0%
0%
8%
10%
0%
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